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1 Introduction
Today, almost the whole world is getting connected via the Internet and already a
lot of services are offered on-line. There are, for example, pure on-line services like
the Amazon or Google cloud services [Ama14, Goo14]. However, also many other
services are offered on-line, for example, travel agencies are offering the possibility
to book single flights or whole trips on-line [FTI14, TUI14]. The ease to offer
services and to distribute them over the Internet makes it possible for service
providers to reach a broad range of possible new customers.
As the number of offered services is constantly growing, it gets harder and harder
for the customers to find the service which satisfies their needs best. Especially,
as there may be a lot of services offering almost the same functionality for slightly
different prices, an automatic approach for searching the best matching service is
needed.
This challenge of finding the best service for the customer is tackled by “OnThe-Fly-Computing” (OTF Computing) [Uni14]. Given a service request, one of
the OTF Computing goals is to automatically find a suitable service among the
already on-line offered services. In this context, an automatic matching approach
is being developed, considering different matching aspects, like the functional and
non-functional properties [Pla13]. However, the important property price, which
heavily influences the customer’s value for a service [VC01], is barely considered.
There are ways to state what the price of a service will be, though these approaches
only consider simple prices, like the service’s price is 5 e, and do not consider the
complexity of the price. For example, there are many different options to consider
for a network subscription offered by network providers. They usually offer pricing
plans like, you may call anybody you want for a fixed amount of 10 e a month
or alternatively you pay 0.09 e per minute. Usually, there are even many more
options offered and the combination of these options is vast. This shows that
the price is a very complex matter, as the service providers make use of such
complex pricing plans to finely tune their offers for their audiences. Therefore, it
is important that a price matching approach is included in the overall matching.
This makes it also necessary to formally describe the price of the provided services,
as well as the requester’s expectation on the price.

1.1 Solution Idea
The solution idea to the aforementioned problems is the definition of a pricing
specification language for formally describing the price of the provided services
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and a request specification language for defining the requests concerning the price.
Lastly, there is a price matching approach needed, which is integrated in the developed matching approach of OTF Computing. The price matching approach
calculates the matching result of the provided pricing specification and the requested pricing specification. Furthermore, it contributes the matching result to
the overall matching process.
The pricing specification language allows complex pricing plans to be defined
and used in the context of OTF Computing. Among some other specification
models, a part of the unified service description language (USDL) [OBKH13] focuses on the specification of complex prices. This model is used as a basis for
the pricing specification language, which also allows a transformation between the
models.
The request specification language allows the requester to not only state a maximum price he/she wants to pay, but also allows additional information that can
be used in the calculation of the price for a given pricing specification. The additional information contains a minimum and maximum amount of queries, which
the requester expects to use in a specified time frame. However, this information
is fuzzy, as the actual needed queries may be on the lower or higher end of the
range, or the requester might even have miscalculated them completely. For this
reason, the matching approach needs to consider this requester-induced fuzziness.
Another source of fuzziness may be induced by the provider, as he/she may be
willing to negotiate on some prices with the requester. These two types of fuzziness need to be supported by the matching approach, which can use the fuzziness,
in order to allow price plans being found, which under strict circumstances would
have been too expensive.

1.2 Example
Throughout this thesis, the various concepts are described, using the example
described in the following.
On the service market, there are three competing providers, “DreamFlight”,
“FlightSuperior”, and “FlyingHigh”, which are all offering a service to their customers allowing to search for flights. However, they differentiate in the pricing
aspect of their service. In addition, the third service provider “FlyingHigh” also
offers an additional service to list the airlines serving an airport. The different
pricing plans of these providers are shown in the following:
1. Service Provider DreamFlight
• 0.1 e per search, but at least 1 e for the whole usage
• Special membership discount of 10% for “FLYI” members, but at most
100 e
• German customers need to pay an additional 19% taxes

2
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• The price per search should be increased by 10% on the 05.10.2014,
but may be negotiable then
2. Service Provider FlightSuperior
• 0.4 e for the first 100 searches, afterwards 0.05 e
• Special discount for new customers from Germany of 15%
• German taxes of 19% included
3. Service Provider FlyingHigh
• 0.2 e per flight search
• 0.4 e per airline listing, or 0.1 e if also more than 100 flight searches
are used
• No discount, no negotiation, 19% German taxes included
Additional to these service providers, the requester Bob, who owns the start-up
enterprise “EasyTrip”, wants to integrate a flight search into his trip planning
service. For this reason, he searches the market for available solutions. He is
willing to pay at most 100 e for the expected uniformly distributed 200-500 flight
searches between the 01.10.2014 and 31.10.2014. He also states that he comes
from Germany and is a member of the FLYI organization.
These examples visualize already that it is not a trivial task to match a service
request to the different sorts of pricing plans. The examples are also used for the
evaluation of the concepts presented in this thesis. The evaluation can be found
in Chapter 7.

1.3 Goals
In this section, the goals of this thesis, concerning the fuzzy price matching of
service price models, are presented. The goals are:
• Goal 1: Specification Languages
The necessary specification languages for the service provider, describing
their pricing plans, as well as for the service requester, describing their pricing requests, need to be developed.
• Goal 2: Price Matching Approach
A price matching approach needs to be designed, which uses the specification
languages to match the price request against the provided price plans.
• Goal 3: Matching Process Integration
The price matching approach needs to be integrated in the overall matching
approach.
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• Goal 4: Evaluation
The evaluation of the developed specification languages and matching approach is needed.
All these goals were achieved, and are presented in this thesis. An overview is
given in the next section.

1.4 Overview
This section gives a short overview of the thesis.
In Chapter 2 the necessary foundations are introduced, in order to understand
the following chapters.
Afterwards, Chapter 3 points out the requirements, which are necessary for the
specification languages, the matching approach, and the integration.
The next Chapter 4 presents the modeling part of this thesis. It describes the
specification languages, which are used for specifying the providers’ price plans
and the requesters’ pricing requests.
Chapter 5 introduces the developed price matching approach as well as the
integration into the matching process. The following Chapter 6 describes the
realization of the presented concepts. Afterwards, in Chapter 7, the concepts are
evaluated.
Lastly, in Chapter 8 related work concerning price models and matching approaches, is presented. In the end, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and presents
ideas for future work.

4

2 Foundations
This chapter introduces background information, which is required to understand
the remainder of the thesis. In the following, first the entities in the context of OnThe-Fly-Computing will be explained and their interaction on the OTF Market
presented.
Afterwards, the matching process in the context of OTF Computing is explained. In this regard, also the fuzzy matching is required to be mentioned.
Next, the Service Specification Environment (SSE) is presented, which is a
tool, developed by the OTF Computing Research Center [Uni14], for specifying
and matching the requested and provided services.
Lastly, a short definition of ontologies is given.

2.1 On-The-Fly-Computing
This section describes the entities used in OTF Computing and depicts their
different roles concerning the OTF Market.

2.1.1 OTF Computing Entities
There exist four different entities in the OTF Computing, namely the Service
Requester, the OTF Provider, the Service Provider, and the OTF Market [Uni14].
In the following, the different terms are explained:
• OTF Market
The OTF Market consists of the Service Providers as well as of the OTF
Providers. The purpose of the OTF market is twofold. For the Service
Providers, it is a place to offer their services. Whereas, for the Service
Requesters, it is the place for retrieving needed services.
• Service Provider
The Service Provider contributes to the OTF Market by publishing its services for further usage. The Service Provider’s intent is to provide solutions
for problems, which might be reused by others. Such services might be, for
example, the search of available flights.
• OTF Provider
The OTF Provider is responsible for knowing the services provided in the
OTF Market and answering service requests. When a service request is
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received, the OTF Provider will try to find a suitable service on the OTF
Market. In order to find a suitable provided service, the OTF Provider needs
to match the requested service with the provided ones. Additionally, the
OTF Provider may compose the requested service from several sub services.
A single sub service may not fulfill the requested service, though, when
combined, they have to represent the requested service.
• Service Requester
The Service Requester interacts with the OTF Market, more specifically
with the OTF Provider, in order to find a provided service that is fulfilling
her/his needs. For this purpose, the Service Requester sends a request to the
OTF Provider, and expects to get a fitting service back. The sent request
can contain functional (e.g., a service handling flight searches), or also nonfunctional (e.g., the price has to be at most 50 e) properties.

2.1.2 OTF Computing Use Cases
This section presents, how the actors interact with the OTF Market. It is important to understand the provided functionalities of the market, as the developed
pricing specifications and matching approach need to be integrated in this system.
The interaction is presented with the help of a use case diagram, seen in Figure
2.1. In this use case diagram, the system is visualized by the box and represents
the OTF Market. The actors, as explained in Section 2.1.1, are represented by the
figures on the sides of the system, and are interacting with the system through
the use cases, depicted as ovals inside the OTF Market. The lines show, which use
case is relevant for which actor. The arrow from one use case to another with the
“include” annotation means, that executing one use case includes the execution
of the referenced use case. For example, the gathering of services includes the use
case of matching the services.
In the following, the five different use cases are explained. However, there exist
more use cases in the context of OTF Computing, but only the relevant use cases
for this thesis are shown.
(U1) Describe Services
The Service Provider wants to offer its services on the OTF market, in order to
acquire customers. Therefore, he/she has to formally describe the service, allowing
it to be found and matched by the OTF Provider, which will then recommend the
service to the Service Requester.
(U2) Request Services
As the Service Requester wants to use the OTF Market to find an appropriate
service for her/his needs, he/she has to formally specify the desired service. After
sending the request, the OTF Provider can use the information to match the
available services in the OTF Market and find the best suitable service.
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OTF Market

(U1) Describe
Services
Service Provider

(U3) Gather
Services
<<include>>

(U4) Match
Services
(U2) Request
Services

Service Requester

<<include>>

OTF Provider

(U5) Compose
Services

Figure 2.1: Use Cases in the OTF Market
(U3) Gather Services
On getting a service request from the service requester, the OTF Provider has
to gather the specifications of the currently offered services in the OTF Market.
These are then used in the included “Match Services” use case to find the service,
which fits the request best.
(U4) Match Services
In this use case, the requested services are matched against the provided services.
The compared aspects can be functional or non-functional properties. The actual
available matching steps are explained in Section 2.2.
(U5) Compose Services
The requested service may not be available in this form in the OTF Market. In
this case, the OTF Provider tries to compose the service of several sub services.
For this purpose, the OTF Provider also needs the use case “Match Services” as
he/she needs to find out which provided service can fulfill the partial requirements
derived by the composition.

2.2 Matching Process
A matching process consists of several matching steps. One matching step is
used to match one aspect of a service. Platenius et al. [PvDB+ 13] classified in
their survey on existing matching approaches, the matching steps according to
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Signature Matching

Pre-/Postcondition Matching

Keyword Matching

Privacy Matching

Protocol Matching

Reputation Matching

Figure 2.2: Existing Matching Steps

five different aspects: ontologies, inputs/outputs, pre-/postconditions, protocols,
and quality of service.
These steps can also be found in the SSE’s matching process, which is described
in the remaining section as an exemplary matching process. In context of the SSE,
the inputs/outputs matching is called signature matching.
The six existing matching steps of the SSE can be seen in Figure 2.2. These are
the Signature Matching, the Pre-/Postcondition Matching, the Keyword Matching,
the Privacy Matching, the Protocol Matching, and the Reputation Matching.
The matching process is highly flexible, this means the user can determine, in
which order the matching steps should be executed. Though, some matching steps
need the result of the signature matching step, in order to allow the mapping of
the requested operation signature to the provided operation signatures. These
matching steps are the pre-/postcondition matching, the privacy matching, and
the protocol matching. However, not every matching step needs to be used in the
matching process. For example, the user may only use the signature matching
step, or only the signature and pre-/postcondition matching steps.
Afterwards, depending on the selection of the matching steps, the user has to
provide the necessary inputs. In case of the signature matcher, these are the requester’s operation signatures and the provider’s operation signatures. Additionally, every matching step can be configured. For example, the signature matching
step can be configured to only match the input or output parameter types.
In the following, the different matching steps are shortly explained to provide
an overview.
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2.2 Matching Process
Signature Matching
The signature matching step is used to match a requested operation signature
against the provided operation signatures. For this purpose, mainly the input and
output parameter types are compared to each other. However, also the parameter
names and operation names can be considered. For example, the requested operation signature “listFlights(IN airport: Airport, OUT flights: Flights)” matches
by the parameter types (Airport and Flights) the provided operation signature
“searchDream(IN loc: Airport, OUT flights: Flights)”. This matching step returns the information, which provided operation can be used in order to fulfill the
request.
Pre-/Postcondition Matching
Every operation signature may have specified properties, which have to hold before an operation is executed, namely the preconditions [HGEJ12]. Similarly,
they may also specify, which properties are holding, after the operation was executed, namely the postconditions. These can be, for example, a precondition
like “landingAtAirport(x, y)” and a postcondition “leavingAirport(x,y)” for an
operation which handles the transfer over an airport. Through the use of the precondition and postcondition, it is described how the use of an operation changes
the state. This matching step compares the states before and after the execution of the requested operation signature with the provided operation signatures.
It uses the results of the signature matching, in order to exclude non matching
operation signatures.
Keyword Matching
This matching step is used to compare keywords with each other. A keyword can
be, for example, “flight searches”. A simple matching between the requested and
provided keywords, will yield a matching result for this matching step.
Privacy Matching
For the privacy matching [PAPS14], the provider’s operation interfaces are enriched with an additional privacy policy model. It defines the purposes, for which
an interface may be used, and also specifies a privacy policy. The privacy policy
enables the definition for which purposes parameters are visible to other service
providers. It also allows to define how far the parameters may be delegated to
other services. In this way, the requester can specify her/his privacy requirements.
For example, the address should only be used for billing purposes. In this matching step, the provider’s policy model is matched against the requested privacy
properties.
Protocol Matching
For the protocol matching step [HGEJ12], every provided operation interface needs
additional information on the allowed execution order of its provided operations.
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The requester also needs to specify, in which order it is planned to use the requested operation signatures. The protocol matching step can then compare the
requester’s execution order with the allowed execution order of the provider and
determine, whether the desired order can be applied with the provided operation
interface.
Reputation Matching
The reputation matching [BJPP14] allows the requester to specify the desired reputation of the service regarding different properties, for example, response time or
payment satisfaction. For this reason, the reputation system stores previous customer ratings concerning the different properties. These are then used to calculate
the provider’s reputation value, which is used for the matching of the requested
reputation.

2.3 Fuzzy Matching
This thesis considers different sources of fuzziness in its matching approach, therefore it is necessary to understand what these sources are. In the context of OTF
Computing, there are three different sources of fuzziness distinguishable [Pla13].
These are:
• Requester-induced fuzziness: This type occurs, for example, when the service requester expects a certain amount of queries, which are not certain to
happen.
• Provider-induced fuzziness: This fuzziness type can be induced when the
provider does not fix a price, but instead uses a negotiable price.
• Algorithm-induced fuzzines: This type is listed for completeness and may
occur when the algorithm is too time consuming and, therefore, heuristics
need to be applied. Though, in this thesis it is not considered.

2.4 Service Specification Environment
The Service Specification Environment (SSE) is a tool, implementing some of the
use cases presented in Chapter 2.1.2. The SSE can be used to specify the services
(U1), the service requests (specification part of U2), as well as to match these
specifications against each other (U4). This information on the SSE is needed
to understand the chosen implementation architecture for the developed price
matching approach. The SSE provides several editors for the specification of the
provided services, as well as for the requested services. It also has a matching process, which includes several matching steps for the different aspects, for example,
the matching of signatures or protocols (see Section 2.2). The SSE’s architecture
is roughly described in the following.
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Figure 2.3: SSE Architecture

Architecture
The SSE is held very modular and is implemented into Eclipse, using its plug-in
mechanism. An overview of the SSE’s architecture can be seen in Figure 2.3. It
consists of several different components, its core components are the Metadata,
Privacy, Reputation, PrePostConditions, Structure, Protocols, and PCM (the
Palladio Component Model) component. All of these components contribute to
the language used by the SSE, called the Service Specification Language (SSL),
by providing the meta models, required for their specific language part. Among
all core components, the PCM and the Structure component are the most important ones for the SSE, as they define the most basic language elements the SSE
requires, for example, the OperationInterfaces, OperationSignatures, and
Parameters. Every other model refers to these basic elements and is therefore,
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dependent of the component. It can also be noted that the Structure component
is only dependent on the PCM, while all other components require directly or indirectly the Structure component. This means that as long as the Structure and
PCM component is present, other components, e.g., the Protocols component, can
be left out.
The core components are accompanied by the matching components, i.e., the
Keyword Matching, Privacy Matching, Reputation Matching, Pre-/PostCondition Matching, Signature Matching and Protocol Matching. They are used
to match the various aspects (e.g., signatures) the SSE is able to specify. All the
matching components have in common that they depend on core matching concepts, these are, for example, the definition of the matching results. Additionally,
the matching components require the core components as these specify the elements which need to be matched.

2.5 Ontology
Gruber defines the ontology as a specification of a conceptualization [Gru93].
This means that an ontology describes the concepts and relationships that exist
in a specific domain. It enables the agents of this domain to use a common
vocabulary, which eases the knowledge sharing between them, as they use the
concepts in a consistent way. An exemplary ontology, used for this thesis, can
be seen in Figure 2.4. It defines the concepts “Thing”, which is the root for
all ontologies, and as subclasses Member and Customer. The Member concept
has again a subclass called FLYUnionMember, which itself has the FLYIMember
as a subclass. This means, that a FLYIMember is also a FLYUnionMember and
generally a Member. For the Customer concept, there are three subclasses present,
the FlyingHighCustomer, the DreamFlightCustomer, and the SuperiorCustomer.
Through the use of ontologies, it is also possible to define other relationships, for
example, equivalent classes can be specified, or any other customized relationships.
For example, a relation between DreamFlightCustomer and FLYIMember called
mayJoin, can express that the DreamFlightCustomer may become a FLYIMember.
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Figure 2.4: Example Ontology
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3 Requirements Specification
This chapter describes the process as well as the requirements for the service price
matching in the context of OTF Computing, which needs to be integrated in the
SSE.

3.1 New Use Cases in the Service Market
This section features the new use cases in the OTF Market. In Figure 3.1, the
new uses cases are highlighted in orange.
There are three new use cases, which need to be added for the service price
matching. In the following, these use cases are described. For the description of
the already existing use cases, see Chapter 2.1.2.
OTF Market

(U1) Describe
Services
<<include>>

Service Provider

(U6) Specify
Pricing

(U2) Request
Services
<<include>>

Service Requester

(U3) Gather
Services
<<include>>

(U4) Match
Services
<<include>>
<<include>>

OTF Provider

(U8) Match
Prices

(U5) Compose
Services

(U7) Specify
Price Request

Figure 3.1: Added Use Cases in the OTF Market
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(U6) Specify Pricing
The specification of the service’s price is part of describing the services use case,
which needs to be handled by the Service Provider. The specification of the
price is necessary, in order to allow the OTF provider the consideration of pricing
information during its service matching.
(U7) Specify Price Request
The specification of the price request is part of requesting services. This use case
needs to be added for the Service Requester, as he/she has to provide the necessary
information, which the OTF provider needs for matching the pricing specifications
given by the service providers.
(U8) Match Prices
During the matching of the found services and the requested specifications, also
the matching of the pricing aspect has to be included. This is a new case and
needs to consider the pricing specifications provided by the service provider, as
well as the pricing request specification from the service requester. In addition,
this also means that during a composition, which uses match services, also the
price matching takes place.

3.2 Requirements
In the following, the necessary requirements for the specification languages, as well
as for the matching approach, are derived and grouped by the different goals. For
illustration purposes, the example introduced in Chapter 1.2 is used. Additionally,
it is noted for which use case, presented in Section 3.1, the goals are important.
1. Pricing Specification Language (important for U6)
• R1: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify a price plan with different options
As service providers need to be competitive, they usually offer very distinct packages to differentiate themselves in the market. This means
that a service provider has to be able to specify not only a final price
value, but also the components which are contributing to the final price.
This may result in some components not contributing anything for
one customer, though for another one. For example, the DreamFlight
provider is offering a discount for only “FLYI” members. This results
in a component which may only be applied for a FLYI member. Thus,
for many other customers this component does not provide an additional price change.
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• R2: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify taxes
It is important that also the taxes are modeled, as they are an integral
part of an economical system, and usually need to be paid whenever
a service is taken. In our example, all service provider state the 19%
taxes for Germany. While FlightSuperior included the taxes in their
defined prices, DreamFlight excluded them, which has an additional
impact on the final price.
• R3: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify discounts and surcharges
For the service providers, it is also important to have the possibility to
offer additional extra services for a surcharge. In the same regard, they
also want to hand out discounts to increase their market awareness or
future revenue. For example, FlightSuperior is offering a discount of
15% market for new customers from Germany.
• R4: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify its validity
As the pricing specifications can be a long time available, the need for
specifying the valid time span arises. This ensures that no outdated
pricing information is used, which might lead to wrong results. For
example, a pricing specification may only be valid from the 01.09.2014
until the 10.09.2014.
• R5: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify floors and caps
A commonly used technique in pricing specifications is to ensure that
a minimum amount has to be paid, regardless of the actual usage.
Contrary to this, the second technique limits the price for specific components. For example, DreamFlight requires a minimum amount of 1 e
to be paid for their service, but limits the maximum discount to 100 e.
• R6: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify price tiers
Another technique used by service providers is to allow for different
pricing tiers. For example, FlightSuperior charges for the first 100 calls
of their provided operation (from now on called queries, i.e. the first
100 queries) 0.4 e, whereas, every following query is priced at 0.05 e.
• R7: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify absolute and relative prices
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Another method used by service providers is to define absolute and
relative prices. The absolute prices are used for base components like
a single operation, whereas relative prices are commonly used for discounts and taxes. For example, DreamFlight offers a 10% discount on
the 0.1 e per search.
• R8: The pricing specification language has to be able to allow
market segmentation
The market segmentation is a technique used by service providers to
offer different prices depending on the consumer. Such cases are DreamFlight’s special discount for FLYI members, as well as FlightSuperior’s
discount for new customers from Germany.
• R9: The pricing specification language has to be able to refer
to the priced operations
The pricing specification has to state which operation is priced as the
price should be an annotation of an existing model. For example, the
pricing specification language specifies the price of a service, which was
defined in another specification language.
• R10: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify prices for a service, depending on the usage of a second
service
It has to be possible to price one service, which takes also into consideration if a second service is used along with it. For example, FlyingHigh
specifies its price of the airline listing at 0.1 e, when at least 100 of the
provider’s flight searches are used.
2. Request Specification Language (important for U7)
• R11: The request specification language has to be able to
specify the maximum price the requester is willing to pay
The requester needs to specify a maximum price he/she is willing to
spend, in order to find a suitable service provider that fulfills the request best.
• R12: The request specification language has to be able to
specify details about the requester
As the service provider may try to create different pricing specifications
for different customers, the requester needs to provide some information about herself/himself. This information can then be used to decide
which price needs to be paid. For example, the service provider DreamFlight offers a 10% discount for FLYI members, so the requester should
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provide the information about her/his memberships.
• R13: The request specification language has to be able to
specify the amount, distribution, and time of the requesters’
expected operation signatures
In order to calculate the price a customer has to pay when selecting a
service provider, the requester has to provide some usage information.
For example, EasyTrip expects the usage of 200-500 queries between
the 01.10.2014 and 31.10.2014. In order to avoid the specification of
each query, the requester should be able to select a distribution of the
queries.
• R14: The request specification language has to be able to request more than one service
In the case that the requester wants to use more than one service, or
that the OTF Provider needs to decompose the service (including the
price request), the price request specification needs to be able to specify
requests referring to more than one service.
3. Matching Approach (important for U8)
• R15: The matching approach has to handle requester- and
provider-induced fuzziness
The matching approach needs to be capable of dealing with the requesterand provider-induced fuzziness (see Section 2.3).
• R16: The matching approach has to be able to provide a continuous matching value
The matching approach has to be able to calculate a continuous matching value, in order to describe how well the service provider matches to
a request.
• R17: The matching approach should be accurate
The purpose of the matching approach is to improve the overall matching results. Therefore, the matching process needs to be accurate. This
means that the precision and recall has to be 1.
4. Matching Process Integration (important for U4 + U8)
• R18: Matching results of previous steps should be considered
As there are many possible services to match, the price matching should
consider the previous matching steps, in order to filter out the not
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matching services. In the same way, it should contribute its results for
the following matching steps.
5. Project Requirements
• R19: The matching approach has to extend the current matching approach of the SSE
There are already several matching approaches present in the current
version of the SSE. For example, the signature and pre-/postcondition
matchings. However, also the price as a non-functional property should
be considered in the overall matching approach. Thus, the price matching needs to be a part of it.
• R20: The matching result has to provide information about
its contributing elements
The matching result needs to provide information on how it was calculated, by offering the information about its contributing elements. This
information is useful, as it can be used for a more detailed analysis.
• R21: The price matching result has to be shown among the
other matching results
In order to allow a user of the SSE to see the results of the price
matching, the price matching needs to be able to show its result. For
a similar purpose, the SSE is already capable of showing the matching
results of the different matching steps, for example, the signature and
pre-/postcondition matching result. This needs to be extended with
the price matching result.
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4 Specification Languages
This chapter presents the different specification languages, required for the price
matching approach. First, the Basic Language Elements are described, which are
reused in the other languages. Afterwards, the Pricing Specification Language is
presented, which is mainly based on USDL with some slight modifications. In
order to define expressions for the price fences, used in the pricing specification
language, the Fence Expression Language is described next. The last presented
specification language is the Price Request Specification Language.

4.1 Basic Language Elements
The Basic Language Elements are used in the Pricing Specification Language
(see Chapter 4.2), as well as in the Price Request Specification Language (see
Chapter 4.4) and are adapted from the USDL [KNO12], as this model suffices the
requirements defined in Chapter 3.2. These elements can be seen in Figure 4.1
and are described in the following. It is also noted, when the used elements needed
adaptation from the original elements of the USDL. In addition, it is marked, for
which requirement the defined class is needed.
Time (Abstract)
In order to specify times in the specification languages, the Time concept is introduced. It functions as the abstract time concept, which is further refined by the
TimeInstant and TimeInterval. This concept is needed for the requirements R4
and R13.
TimeInstant (Abstract) (Supertype: Time)
A TimeInstant defines a specific point in time, in contrast to an interval. It solely
acts as an abstract supertype for the specialized concepts AbsolutePointInTime
and RelativePointInTime. This concept is needed for the requirements R4 and
R13.
AbsolutePointInTime (Supertype: TimeInstant)
The AbsolutePointInTime defines an absolute point in time by specifying the
exact date. For example, the 05.10.2014. This concept is needed for the requirements R4 and R13.
Attributes:
• value: EDate: The date in the GMT timezone.
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Figure 4.1: Basic Language Elements
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RelativePointInTime (Supertype: TimeInstant)
The RelativePointInTime is used to specify a point in time, which is relative to
either the service start or service end. The reference events are slightly adapted
from the USDL by removing other events, as these were not required and increases
the complexity unnecessarily. For example, a relative point in time ten days after
the service delivery start can be defined by using this concept. This type of time
specification is used for requirements R4 and R13.
Attributes:
• relativeTo: ReferenceEvent: Specifices to which event this point in
time is relative. Possible values are: ServiceDeliveryStart and ServiceDeliveryEnd.
Composition:
• relativeDuration: TimeEntity: Defines the point in time by adding the
specified duration to the reference event.
TimeEntity
The TimeEntity is used to define arbitrary durations. Though, one instance refers
only to a specific type, for example, hours or minutes. Therefore, it can be used
more than once to build up durations consisting of several types, e.g., one hour
and ten minutes. This concept is required for the relative point in time, as such,
it is required by R4 and R13.
Attributes:
• value: EInt: The value defining the duration of this TimeEntity.
• type: UnitOfTimeType: Defines the time unit type. The possible values
are: year, month, week, day, hour, minute, second, and millisecond.
TimeInterval (Abstract) (Supertype: Time)
The TimeInterval is used to specify intervals, for example a week. There are two
different kinds of TimeIntervals: the DurationInterval and the StartToEndInterval. This concept is required by R13.
Composition:
• start: TimeInstant: Defines the starting time instant for the time interval.
For example, the 05.10.2014.
StartToEndInterval (Supertype: TimeInterval)
The StartToEndInterval defines its interval by two points in time, the start point
and the end point. For example, the interval from the 05.10.2014 to 31.10.2014.
This concept is required by R13.
Composition:
• end: TimeInstant: Specifies the end time instant for the time interval. For
example, the 31.10.2014.
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DurationInterval (Supertype: TimeInterval)
The DurationInterval defines its time interval using the start point and a duration. For example, two weeks beginning on the 05.10.2014. This concept is
required by R13.
Composition:
• intervalDuration: TimeEntity: Defines the duration. Resulting in the
specified interval together with the start point from the TimeInterval.
Location (Abstract)
The Location serves as an abstract super type for the PhysicalAddress and
AdministrativeArea. This concept is required by R8 and R12.
PhysicalAddress (Supertype: Location)
The PhysicalAddress describes an address up to the granularity of city. This
concept is required by R8 and R12.
Attributes:
• city: EString: The city of the described address.
• suburb: EString: The suburb of the described address.
• postcode: EString: The postcode of the described address.
• province: EString: The province of the described address.
• state: EString: The state of the described address.
• country: EString: The country of the described address.
• continent: EString: The continent of the described address.
AdministrativeArea (Supertype: Location)
The AdministrativeArea is used to specify an area, for example, whole Germany.
This concept is required by R8.
Attributes:
• name: EString: The name of the referenced administrative area.
• type: AdministrativeAreaType: The type to which the named administrative area belongs to. The type can be a continent, country, state,
province, city, suburb, or postcode.
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CurrencyType (Enumeration)
The enumeration CurrencyType defines the currencies, which can be used throughout the specification languages. It supports EUR and USD, but can be further
extended. This concept is required for the pricing specification language, as well
as for the price request specification language. It was slightly adapted from USDL
for simplification. In the USDL all currencies were allowed, referencing them by
their currency code from the ISO standard.
TargetConsumerGroup
The TargetConsumerGroup specifies an arbitrary group defined in an ontology,
for example, FLYIMembers or customers of FlightSuperior. This concept differs
from the USDL, as they were referring to a participant defined in USDL. However, in this thesis only a part of the USDL is used, namely the pricing module.
Therefore, the consumer groups are defined in an ontology, this also allows for
relations between the consumer groups. For example, a “FLYIMember” is also a
“FLYUnion” member. The target consumer groups are required for R8 and R12.
Attributes:
• ontologyURI: EString: The ontologyURI, refering to the concept of an
ontology, representing this consumer group.

4.2 Pricing Specification Language
The Pricing Specification Language, as seen in Figure 4.2, bases on the USDL
[KNO12] and is slightly adapted to integrate the model into the existing SSE
framework. The main idea is that every PricePlan consists of several PriceComponents. Each PriceComponent defines a price to be paid when certain conditions
are fulfilled. All applied PriceComponents are summing up the final price for
the price plan. For those conditions, every PricePlan, PriceComponent, and
PriceLevel can specify a PriceFence, defining when they need to be applied.
In the following, the different constructs will be explained. In addition, when
adaptations to the USDL model are made, these are pointed out.
PricePlan
The PricePlan is the root class for the pricing specification and is required for
R1. It has four attributes:
• currency: CurrencyType: Specifies the currency for the whole price plan.
• planCap: EFloat: A maximum price for the whole price plan. This is
required by R5.
• planFloor: EFloat: A minimum price for the whole price plan. This is
required by R5.
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Figure 4.2: Pricing Specification Language
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from
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attachedTo

IFlightSearch
:OperationInterface
(from Repository)

Figure 4.3: PricePlan Example
• fenceExpression: EString: An expression, defining which connected price
fences have to be fulfilled. For more information on the expression language,
see Section 4.3. This is a slight adaption to the original USDL, which were
using a special ExpressionElement, as it should be allowed to use more
than one possible expression language. However, for this thesis only one
expression language is used. The expression is required by R8.
Accompanying the attributes, it has several compositions and associations:
• attachedInterface: OperationInterface: Refers to the OperationInterface to which this PricePlan is attached. This was adapted for the use in
the SSE, as the USDL was refering to a service specified in the USDL.
• effectiveFrom: TimeInstant: Defines a TimeInstant, indicating since
when the price plan is valid. This is required for R4.
• effectiveTo: TimeInstant: If specified, it indicates until when the price
plan is valid. This is required for R4.
• fences: PriceFence: Contains all PriceFences used in the model, which
enables their reuse.
• planFences: PriceFence: Refers to the PriceFences attached to this PricePlan, describing when it is valid. This is required by R8.
• planComponents: PriceComponent: Contains the different PriceComponents, which determine the final price. This is required by R1.
• taxes: Tax: Refers to the Tax PriceComponents of the PricePlan.
• priceMetrics: PriceMetric: Contains all the different PriceMetrics used
throughout the price plan to enable their reuse.
In Figure 4.3, an exemplary PricePlan can be seen. It defines the currency
in Euro and has neither plan floors or caps, nor a fence expression. The price
plan is effective since the 14.06.2014 and does not expire. It is attached to the
IFLightSearch OperationInterface.
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queries
:PriceComponent
componentFloor: 10
componentCap: -1
fenceExpression = ""

pricedOperationSignature

flightSearch
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

Figure 4.4: PriceComponent Example
PriceComponent
The PriceComponent is used to charge for a specific service. All price components
together specify the total price. This is required by R1.
Attributes:
• componentCap: EFloat: A maximum price for this component.
• componentFloor: EFloat: A minimum price for this component.
• fenceExpression: EString: This attribute is similar to the PricePlan’s
fenceExpression attribute. The expression defines which connected price
fences have to be fulfilled. For more information on the expression language,
see Section 4.3. This is a slight adaption to the original USDL, which were
using a special ExpressionElement, as it should be allowed to use more
than one expression language. However, for this thesis only one expression
language is used. The expression is required by R8.
Compositions and associations:
• componentFences: PriceFence: Refers to the PriceFences attached to this
PriceComponent. Together with the fenceExpression, they are describing
when the PriceComponent is valid. This mechanism is required for R8.
• componentLevels: PriceLevel: Contains different PriceLevels to charge
for.
• pricedOperationSignature: OperationSignature: Refers to the OperationSignature which is charged by this PriceComponent. This is an adaption
in comparison to the USDL, which uses defined functions in USDL. This
association is required by R9.
In Figure 4.4, an exemplary PriceComponent can be seen. It has a component
floor of 10 and no component cap or fence expression. It prices the flightSearch
OperationSignature, defined in the repository model of the SSE.
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Tax (Supertype: PriceComponent)
The tax is used to specify the taxes for the service and is required by R2.
Attributes:
• included: EBoolean: Determines if the specified tax is already included or
need to be added.
• order: EInt: In case of multiple taxes, defines the order, in which the
different taxes are applied.
PriceAdjustment (Supertype: PriceComponent)
The PriceAdjustment is used like a regular PriceComponent, but with the semantics that it adjusts a component price. These can be discounts, as well as
surcharges. This fulfills the requirement R3.
Attributes:
• type: PriceAdjustmentType: Defines the type of this PriceAdjustment.
Possible values are: discount, premium, and mixed.
• order: EInt: In case of multiple PriceAdjustments for one PriceComponent, it determines the order, in which the PriceAdjustments have to be
applied.
Association:
• adjustedComponents: PriceComponent: This refers the PriceComponents
which are adjusted by this PriceAdjustment.
PriceLevel (Abstract)
The PriceLevel determines the price of the component and can be instantiated
either as an AbsolutePriceLevel or as a ProportionalPriceLevel. In order to
define the final price, it contains a metric, specifying the factor which needs to be
multiplied with the price of the price level. This concept is needed for R1.
Attributes:
• negotiable: EBoolean: Determines whether the defined price is negotiable
or not.
• tierLowerBound: EFloat: Specifies a lower bound, which has to be satisfied
in order to get this price level. This is required for requirement R6.
• tierHigherBound: EFloat: Defines an upper bound, which has to be satisfied in order to get this price level. This is required for requirement R6.
• fenceExpression: EString: This attribute is similar to the PricePlan’s
and PriceComponent’s fenceExpression attribute. The expression defines
which connected price fences have to be fulfilled. For more information on
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after5Oct
:AbsolutePriceLevel

after5Oct :PriceFence

flightSearch
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

absoluteAmount = 0.11 levelFences
referingTo
negotiable = true
tierLowerBound = 0
queries
perQuery
typeReference :TypeReference
tierHigherBound = -1
:TypedPriceMetric
fenceExpression =
priceMetrics
factor = 1
"after5Oct"
type = queries

Figure 4.5: PriceLevel Example
the expression language, see Section 4.3. This is a slight adaption to the
original USDL, which were using a special ExpressionElement, as it should
be allowed to use more than one expression language. However, for this
thesis only one expression language is used. The expression is required by
R8.
Compositions and associations:
• levelFences: PriceFence: Refers to the PriceFences attached to this
PriceLevel, describing when it is valid.
• priceMetrics: PriceMetric: Refers to a PriceMetric which has to be used
for this PriceLevel.
AbsolutePriceLevel (Supertype: PriceLevel)
This specialized PriceLevel is used for absolute prices and is required by requirement R7.
Attribute:
• absoluteAmount: EFloat: The absolute amount to charge.
In Figure 4.5, an exemplary AbsolutePriceLevel can be seen. The absolute
amount is set to 0.11 and the fenceExpression determines, that it can be applied
when the price fence “after5Oct” can be applied. The price is also negotiable
and there are no tiers set. The other elements are explained in the corresponding
section.
ProportionalPriceLevel (Supertype: PriceLevel)
This specialized PriceLevel is used for relative prices. For this reason, it needs
internal bases to which the percentage amount refers to. In the USDL it is also
possible to use external bases, though, in the context of the SSE, this is not
possible, as there are no further pricing definitions. This element is required for
requirement R7.
Attribute:
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• percentageAmount: EFloat: The percentage amount of the referenced
PriceComponents which has to be charged.
Association:
• internalBases: PriceComponent: Refers to the PriceComponents, which
are used as a basis.
In Figure 4.5 an AbsolutePriceLevel can be seen. The only difference between
these two is, that the ProportionalPriceLevel defines a percentageAmount, instead of an absoluteAmount. In addition, the ProportionalPriceLevel refers to
the PriceComponents to which the percentageAmount refers.
PriceMetric
The PriceMetric defines a metric to calculate the factor applied to the charges
of the PriceLevel. This kind of metric is not dependent on further variables, i.e.
it defines the final factor. This component is part of the requirement R7.
Attribute:
• factor: EFloat: The factor with which the PriceLevel needs to be multiplied.
In Figure 4.5, a TypedPriceMetric can be seen. When leaving out the composition typeReference, it can be seen as a normal PriceMetric, defining a static factor
of 1.
TypedPriceMetric (Supertype: PriceMetric)
The TypedPriceMetric is used when the factor depends on further variables. For
example, when the number of operation calls is important. This is used for the
specification of prices, therefore, it is necessary for requirement R7.
Composition:
• typeReference: TypeReference: The type which is of interest for this
metric.
In Figure 4.5, a TypedPriceMetric can be seen, it defines a factor of 1 and uses a
TypeReference, which references the flightSearch OperationSignature. This means
that the price, defined in the AbsolutePriceLevel, needs to be paid once (because
the factor is 1) for every use of the flightSearch operation.
TypeReference
The TypeReference refers to an OperationSignature, which is considered as the
referenced type. This is a difference to the original USDL, in which any types,
defined by a type system, could be referenced. For the scope of this work, it was
simplified in the way, that it references OperationSignatures. In this way, the
price can be defined according to the use of operations. In addition, it can be
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specified, which property of the operation is important. This is needed for the
specification of prices, which is required in R7 and R10.
Attribute:
• type: TypeReferenceTypes: This defines what should be considered for
the referenced OperationSignature. It can either be the amount of queries
or the number of parameters.
Association:
• referingTo: OperationSignature The OperationSignature of interest.
In Figure 4.5, an exemplary TypeReference can be seen. It is of type queries
and references the flightSearch OperationSignature. This means that amount of
flightSearch queries is of interest.
PriceFence
The PriceFence determines when certain elements need to be applied. For this
reason, it specifies literals and a businessTermExpression, which determines how
the literals need to be evaluated. The literals are evaluated against the evaluation
subject determined by the businessTerm. In comparison to USDL, the CustomLiteral and the PaymentLiterals are removed, as these are not important for the
context of this thesis. In addition, the fenceExpression is introduced to replace
USDL’s ExpressionElement. The PriceFence is important for the requirements
R8 and R10.
Attributes:
• businessTerm: BusinessTermType: The businessTerm indicates which aspect has to be analyzed. The possible values are: location, time, consumergroup, and quantity.
• businessTermExpression: EString: An expression, defining which literals
have to be fulfilled. For more information on the expression language, see
Section 4.3.
Compositions:
• timeLiterals: Time: Specifies literals for time conditions.
• locationLiterals: Location: Defines literals for location conditions.
• targetConsumerLiterals: targetConsumerGroup: Specifies literals for
consumer group memberships conditions.
• quantityLiterals: Quantity: Defines quantity literals for quantity conditions.
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Example
The exemplary service provider DreamFlight (see Chapter 1.2) is depicted in abstract syntax in Figure 4.6. The root element is the PricePlan, it specifies the
currency being EUR for this price plan, as well as no floor and no cap for it.
Notice, that all the PriceFences, as well as the PriceMetrics are contained in
the PricePlan. However, the composition links were omitted, in order to improve
the readability. The PricePlan is effective from the 14.06.2014 and is attached to
the flightSearchDreamFlight OperationInterface, defined in the repository
of the SSE. It contains several plan components, these are the discount, tax and
queries components.
The queries PriceComponent has a floor of 1 e and contains two AbsolutePriceLevel, before5Oct and after5Oct. Both PriceLevels are using the same
TypedPriceMetric perQuery, which has a factor of 1 and refers to the queries
of the flightSearch operation signature, defined in the repository. Also, the two
price levels have no restriction on the amount of queries. However, they have a
price fence attached to define that the one is valid before the 05.10.2014, while
the other is valid afterwards. In addition, the after5Oct price level is negotiable.
The next price component is a PriceAdjustment, representing the FLYIMember discount of 10%, which is ensured by its component fence. It uses a static
PriceMetric with factor 1 and references the queries as its internal base.
The last price component is the Tax, which is not already included in the pricing.
It only needs to be applied for Germany, which is specified by the PriceFence.
It has a ProportionalPriceLevel of 19%, the queries price component as the
internal base, and uses the static price metric.
The remaining two examples, FlightSuperior and FlyingHigh, can be seen in
Appendix A.1 on page 97.

4.3 Fence Expression Language
In order to use the PriceFence of the Pricing Specification Language, an expression language is needed. It has two similar functions.
The first function is the definition, when a PricePlan, PriceComponent, or
PriceLevel is valid. All of these components have an attribute called fenceExpression, which has to be specified using the Fence Expression Language, to
specify which price fences have to be valid for the component being applicable.
The second functionality is the definition when a price fence is valid. As the
price fence itself may have several literals attached, the expression language is
used for the attribute businessTermExpression to define how the literals have
to be evaluated.
Therefore, the Fence Expression Language, is a simple propositional calculus.
It allows the use of negations, conjunctions, disjunctions, and parenthesis, for the
definition of the relation between the price fences or literals.
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Value = 04.10.2016
23:59:59:999

end
:AbsolutePointInTime

Value = 05.10.2014
00:00:00:000

start
:AbsolutePointInTime

Value = 04.10.2014
23:59:59:999

end
:AbsolutePointInTime

Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

start
:AbsolutePointInTime
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end

start

end

start

after5Oct
:StartToEndInterval

timeLiterals

before5Oct
:StartToEndInterval

after5Oct :PriceFence

businessTerm = time
businessTermExpression =
"before5Oct"

before5Oct :PriceFence

businessTerm = location
businessTermExpression =
"germany"

germany :PriceFence

businessTerm =
"consumergroup"
businessTermExpression =
"FLYIMember"

FLYIMember :PriceFence

componentFences

priceMetrics

priceMetrics

factor = 1

perQuery
:TypedPriceMetric

levelFences

componentFences

priceMetrics

factor = 1

static1 :PriceMetric

priceMetrics

type = queries

queries
:TypeReference

businessTerm = time
levelFences
businessTermExpression =
"after5Oct"
typeReference

timeLiterals

locationLiterals

name = Germany
type = country

germany
:AdministrativeArea

targetConsumerLiterals

ontologyURI =
"cons.owl#FLYIMember"

FLYIMember
:TargetConsumerGroup

absoluteAmount = 0.11
negotiable = true
componentLevels
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression =
"after5Oct"

after5Oct
:AbsolutePriceLevel

planComponents

taxes

planComponents

planComponents

referingTo

flightSearch:
OperationSignature
(from Repository)

pricedEntity

componentFloor: 1
componentCap: -1
fenceExpression = ""

flightSearchDreamFlight
:OperationInterface
(from Repository)

attachedTo

currency = EUR
planFloor = 0
planCap = -1
fenceExpression = ""

DreamFlight
:PricePlan

effectiveFrom

Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

from
:AbsolutePointInTime

adjustedComponents
queries
:PriceComponent

internalBases

componentFloor: 0
componentLevels componentCap: -1
included = false
order = 1
fenceExpression =
"germany"

:Tax

componentFloor: 0
componentCap: 100
componentLevels type = discount
order = 1
fenceExpression =
"FLYIMember"

absoluteAmount = 0.1
negotiable = false
componentLevels
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression =
"before5Oct"

before5Oct
:AbsolutePriceLevel

percentageAmount = 19
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1

19p
:ProportionalPriceLevel

percentageAmount = 10
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1

10p
:ProportionalPriceLevel

discount
:PriceAdjustment
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4.4 Price Request Specification Language
The grammar G = (N, Σ, P, S) for the Fence Expression Language is defined as
follows:
N = {EXPR, COMPLEXEXPR, BINARY, UNARY, AND, OR, NOT}
Σ = {’ !’, ’|’, ’&’, ’(’, ’)’ ’id’}
S = EXPR

P ={
EXPR
UNARY
UNARY
COMPLEXEXPR
COMPLEXEXPR
BINARY
BINARY
AND
OR
NOT
}

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

UNARY BINARY
COMPLEXEXPR
NOT
id
0 0
( EXPR 0 )0
AND
OR
0 0
& EXPR
0 0
| EXPR
0 0
! COMPLEXEXPR

Thereby, N represents the set of non-terminals, Σ the set of terminals, P the
production system, and S the start symbol. The terminal id is a special terminal,
which allows any combination of letters and numbers. The id is used to reference
the price fence or literal, which is set in relation.
An exemplary term, concerning the requester’s groups, could be “FLYIMember
& (SuperiorCustomer | FlyingHighCustomer)”. In this case, the requester has to
be a FLYIMember and either be a Superior customer or a FlyingHigh customer.

4.4 Price Request Specification Language
The Price Request Specification Language is depicted in Figure 4.7. Apart from
the maximum price for the desired service, it provides additional information
about the expected queries and the requester itself. This information can then be
considered for the calculation of the service price. The used concepts are described
in the following.
PriceRequest
The PriceRequest defines the actual request, including additional information
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Figure 4.7: Price Request Specification Language
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about the customer, as well as the maximum price the requester is willing to pay.
This concept is required by requirement R11.
Attributes:
• maxPrice: EDouble: The maximum price which the requester is willing to
pay.
• currency: CurrencyType: The currency, in which the maximum price is
defined.
Compositions:
• requester: Requester: Further specifies the requester. The information
can be important for applying price components.
• expectedQueries: ExpectedQueries: Defines the queries the requester
expects to use.
Requester
The Requester stores information about the requester’s address and her/his consumer groups. This fulfills the requirement R12.
Compositions:
• hasAddress: PhysicalAddress: Specifies the address of the requester.
• belongsToGroup: TargetConsumerGroup: Defines the consumer groups the
requester belongs to.
ExpectedQueries
The ExpectedQueries describe how many queries of which operation are expected
to be used, including the time of these occurrences. This fulfills the requirement
R13 and R14.
Attributes:
• minCount: EInt: The expected minimum amount of queries.
• maxCount: EInt: The expected maximum amount of queries.
• distributionType: DistributionType: The distribution of the queries.
The possible types are: uniformly distributed and random.
Composition and Association:
• time: Time: The time describes the nature of the queries. In case of a point
in time, the queries are expected at this specific time point. In case of an
interval, the queries are expected during the defined interval.
• usingOperationSignature: OperationSignature: The operation for which
the expectations are made.
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Example
Figure 4.8 depicts the example from Chapter 1.2 in the abstract syntax. It is
requested that the price is at most 100 e. The ExpectedQueries are at least 200
and at most 500 uniformly distributed flightSearch queries between the 01.10.2014
and the 31.10.2014. Additionally, the requester Bob provides further information
about himself and states that he is a FLYIMember and lives in Paderborn.
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continent = Europe
country = Germany
state = NRW
province = OWL
postcode = 33102
city = Paderborn

:PhysicalAddress

ontologyURI =
"cons.owl#FLYIMember"

:TargetConsumerGroup

belongsToGroup

hasAddress

:Requester

requester

Value = 31.10.2014
23:59:59:999
Value = 01.10.2014
00:00:00:000

end

flightSearch
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

usingOperationSignature

end
:AbsolutePointInTime

minCount = 200
maxCount = 500
distributionType =
uniformlyDistributed

:ExpectedQueries

expectedQueries

start
:AbsolutePointInTime

start

interval
:StartToEndInterval

time

currency = EUR
maxPrice = 100

:PriceRequest

4.4 Price Request Specification Language

Figure 4.8: Price Request Specification Example
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5 Matching Process
This chapter describes the concepts of the matching approach, as well as the
integration into the existing matching process of the SSE.

5.1 The Matching Approach
The overall matching approach can be seen in Figure 5.1. It takes a price request
specification and a pricing specification as inputs. The first step is the creation of
dates for the expected queries based on the request pricing specification. Afterwards, the price of the price plan, specified by the pricing specification language,
is calculated. The matching result is calculated based on the price, amount of
handled queries and negotiated prices. When the matching result does not suffice
the desired threshold, the negotiable price levels and queries are adapted and the
price plan is evaluated again. Otherwise, the matching result is returned.
In the following, the different steps are further described. The DreamFlight
provider and EasyTrip example, introduced in Section 1.2 and refined in Section
4.2 and Section 4.4, is used to illustrate the concepts.

5.1.1 Create Queries
As depicted in Figure 5.2, the request specification defines a time frame in which
an amount of queries is expected, in this case 200 to 500. However, for the price
calculation, each query needs an assigned point in time, as the price fences may
use the querie’s time for the evaluation. Therefore, in this first step, the maximum
amount of queries will be created for every expected queries element. All queries
[else]
Matching Result
Request Spec

Pricing Spec

1: Create
Queries

2: Evaluate
Price Plan

4: Adapt PriceLevel
& Queries

3: Calculate
Matching Result

[Matching Result below threshold
and adaption possible]

Figure 5.1: General Matching Approach
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:ExpectedQueries
minCount = 200
maxCount = 500
distributionType =
uniformlyDistributed

usingOperationSignature

flightSearch
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

time
interval
:StartToEndInterval
end

start
start
:AbsolutePointInTime

end
:AbsolutePointInTime

Value = 01.10.2014
00:00:00:000

Value = 31.10.2014
23:59:59:999

Figure 5.2: ExpectedQueries: Excerpt of the Request Specification (see Figure
4.8)
:PricePlan
currency = EUR
planFloor = 0
planCap = -1
fenceExpression = ""

effectiveFrom

from
:AbsolutePointInTime
Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

Figure 5.3: PricePlan: Excerpt of the Pricing Specification (see Figure 4.6)
will also be assigned a time in their specified time frame, according to the given
distribution type.
In this case, the queries are uniformly distributed. As such, 500 distinct queries
will be created and equally distributed between the 01.10.2014 and the 31.10.2014.
However, they also may be placed at random in the specified time, when the
random distribution type is defined. In case the given time specifies a point in
time instead of an interval, the given point in time will be chosen for every query.

5.1.2 Evaluating a Price Plan
This section describes how the price for an arbitrary pricing specification and
price request specification is calculated. For this purpose, the evaluation of every
component from the specification language is described.
In order to evaluate the price plan, it first needs to be checked, if this price plan
is effective. This is done by considering the effectiveFrom and effectiveTo times.
In the example, shown in Figure 5.3, only an effectiveFrom time is specified,
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thus the price plan is valid, as the queries are requested between the 01.10.2014
and the 31.10.2014 (see Figure 5.2). Afterwards, it needs to be assured that
the planFences are applicable. For the example is no price fence necessary and
the fenceExpression is empty, as this price plan should be generally applicable.
However, the evaluation of the price fences is described in the next section.
In order to calculate the final price, the different PriceComponents need to be
calculated. The intermediate price is then calculated by summing up all of its
components, as these are defining the price:
X
imdt(priceP lan) =
price(pComp)
(5.1)
pComp∈planComponents

The intermediate price does not yet consider the planFloor and planCap. Therefore, the final price is either the planFloor or planCap, in case the intermediate
price is smaller/greater than the floor/cap. Otherwise, the intermediate price is
the final price:


if imdt(priceP lan) < planF loor
planF loor,
price(priceP lan) = planCap,
if imdt(priceP lan) > planCap


imdt(priceP lan), else
(5.2)

Evaluating a Price Fence
The Price Fence may have one of four businessTerms, consumergroup, location,
time or quantity. Depending on the businessTerm, different aspects are evaluated.
In case of consumergroup, the groups of the specified requester are evaluated, in
case of location, the requester’s location is evaluated, in case of time or quantity
the used queries are evaluated.
Lastly, the businessTermExpression describes, which literals have to match
for the price fence being considered valid. For example, when there are the three
consumergroup literals “FLYIMember”, “SuperiorCustomer”, and “FlyingHighCustomer” attached, it specifies which have to hold, using the fence expression
language. Such an expression can be “FLYIMember & (SuperiorCustomer | FlyingHighCustomer)”. In this case, the requester has to be a FLYIMember and
either be a Superior customer or a FlyingHigh customer, for this price fence being
valid.
However, it needs to be noted, that the timeLiterals also have a filtering effect
on the set of queries, as there might be many queries, but just some of them fitting
into the specified time frame.
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Provider
FLYIMember :PriceFence
businessTerm =
"consumergroup"
businessTermExpression =
"FLYIMember"
targetConsumerLiterals
FLYIMember
:TargetConsumerGroup
ontologyURI =
"cons.owl#FLYIMember"

Requester
:Requester

belongsToGroup
:TargetConsumerGroup
ontologyURI =
"cons.owl#FLYIMember"

Figure 5.4: PriceFence: Excerpt of the Pricing and Request Specification

(

true, if literals matching according to expression
f alse, else
(5.3)
In Figure 5.4, an excerpt of the provider’s price specification and the requester’s
request specification is shown. The provider’s PriceFence states that it needs
to be evaluated concerning the consumergroup with the businessTermExpression
“FLYIMember”, which refers to the TargetConsumerGroup named FLYIMember.
As the Requester belongs to a TargetConsumerGroup, whose ontology concept is
the same (it may also be a subclass) as the one defined in the pricing specification,
the price fence matches.
applicable(f ence) =

Evaluating a Price Component
In order to evaluate a price component, the first thing to do is to check whether it
needs to be applied. For this purpose, the specified price fences need to be evaluated. The price component’s fenceExpression is defined with the fence expression
language and determines the applicability of the price component.
The final price of the price component is calculated based on the result of its
applicability, its PriceLevels, its componentCap and its componentFloor. For
simplification, an intermediate result is introduced, which sums up the prices of
the different component levels:
X
imdt(pComp) =
price(pLvl)
(5.4)
pLvl∈pComp.componentLevels

Additionally, the final price of the price component needs to consider the floor
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and cap of the component, as well as the


0,







componentF loor,
price(pComp) =



componentCap,





imdt(pComp),

applicability:

if not applicable
if applicable and
imdt(pComp) < componentF loor
if applicable and
imdt(pComp) > componentCap
else
(5.5)
This means that the price is 0, when the component is not applicable. When the
intermediate price is lesser/greater than the componentFloor/componentCap, it
is set to the corresponding value accordingly. Otherwise, the intermediate price is
the final price.
Assuming, that the price component pComp with the values componentF loor =
3 and componentCap = 10 consists of three price level (pLvl1, pLvl2, pLvl3), for
which hold price(pLvl1) = 10, price(pLvl2) = 5, and price(pLvl3) = −1, then
the price for the price component is calculated as follows:
imdt(pComp) = price(pLvl1) + price(pLvl2) + price(pLvl3) = 10 + 5 − 1 = 14
price(pComp) =
10, because 14 > 10
A more detailed example can be found in Section 5.1.5.

Special Price Components: Tax and Price Adjustment The taxes and price
adjustments are both price components with some additional semantics. The price
adjustment type attribute changes the leading sign when a discount is selected.
Whereas the tax component does not add to the final price when the taxes are
already included, i.e., its included attribute is set to true. Additionally, the order
attribute needs to be considered as the component with the lowest order number
needs to be applied first. Thus, changing the price, followed by the next component
with the second smallest order number and so on. This is important, when, for
example, an absolute discount of 4 e and a proportional discount of 10% should
be given. When first applying the absolute discount, the proportional discount
would be less than the other way round. It should also be noted that the normal
price components have to be calculated first. Afterwards, the price adjustments
are applied, as these may change the price of a component again, and lastly, the
taxes are applied.
Apart from these exceptions, both special price components are treated like
regular price components.
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before5Oct
:AbsolutePriceLevel
priceMetrics

perQuery
:TypedPriceMetric
factor = 1

absoluteAmount = 0.1
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression =
"before5Oct"

levelFences
typeReference

before5Oct :PriceFence

queries
:TypeReference

businessTerm = time
businessTermExpression =
"before5Oct"

type = queries

timeLiterals

referingTo
flightSearch
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

before5Oct
:StartToEndInterval
start

end

start
:AbsolutePointInTime

end
:AbsolutePointInTime

Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

Value = 04.10.2014
23:59:59:999

Figure 5.5: PriceLevel: Excerpt of the Pricing Specification (Figure 4.6)
Evaluating a Price Level
The first step in the evaluation of a price level is to check the applicability of the
level fences. In case queries are considered, this may result in only allowing a part
of the requested queries for this pricelevel. For the example, as seen in Figure 5.5,
this would mean that only the queries between the 14.06.2014 and 04.10.2014 are
considered.
Additionally, only queries fitting in the interval [tierLowerBound, tierHigherBound] are accepted by this price level. The price level in the example is valid for
every amount of queries.
The price level itself can either be absolute or proportional and, as such, the
calculation differs. However, every price level needs to have price metrics attached.
The price metric determines the factor with which the price specified by this price
level needs to be multiplied. All the defined price metrics are therefore summed
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up:
f actor(pLvl) =

X

f actor(pM etric)

(5.6)

pM etric∈pLvl.priceM etrics

The calculation of the factor is explained in the next section.
If the price level is an absolute price level, the defined absolute amount needs
to be multiplied with the factor, in order to get the total price of the price level:
absP rice(absP Lvl) = f actor(absP Lvl) · absP Lvl.absoluteAmount

(5.7)

In the shown example in Figure 5.5, an absolute price level is used and it is
calculated: absP rice(bef ore5Oct) = f actor(perQuery) · 0.1
When the price level is proportional, it defines a percentage amount and price
components as internal bases to which it relates. Therefore, the percentage needs
to be multiplied with the price of every internal basis and the factor:
proP rice(proP Lvl) =f actor(proP Lvl) · proP Lvl.percentageAmount·
X
price(pComp)

(5.8)

pComp∈proP Lvl.internalBases

The level fences determine, if a price level is applicable, and are evaluated in
the same manner as the fences for the price plan and price component. That is,
the boolean expression over the price fences determines the applicability of this
price level. In case of non applicability, the price is 0, otherwise it is the price
determined by the type of price level:


if not applicable
0,
(5.9)
price(pLvl) = absP rice(pLvl), if pLvl is absolute


proP rice(pLvl), if pLvl is proportional
Additionally, a price level can be negotiable. If this is the case, its price may be
decreased when the final price of the price plan is too high. This way, the price
may be lowered, which might be beneficial for the customer. However, this is a
source of provider-induced fuzziness, for its calculation see Section 5.1.3 and for
its adaption Section 5.1.4.

Evaluating a Price Metric
The price metric determines the factor to charge the price level. The simplest
case is, that a fixed factor is used. It can be used to charge for the existence of
options, for example, the price for unlimited queries. In this case, its factor is
solely determined by its factor attribute (pMetric.factor):
f actor(pM etric) = pM etric.f actor

(5.10)
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However, the metric may be dependent on the amount of queries, for example,
every query should be charged for a specific amount. In this case, a TypedPriceMetric is used, which has a TypeReference referring to either the amount of queries
or the number of parameters of a specified operation. Thus, the TypeReference
resembles another value to consider in the calculation. It is also important to note
that only the valid queries for this price level are considered. The resulting factor
is the multiplicative of the typereference value and the factor attribute:
f actor(typedP M etric) =typedP M etric.f actor·
value(typedP M etric.typeRef erence)

(5.11)

In Figure 5.5, the price metric “perQuery” is a TypedPriceMetric and relates
to the amount of queries of the flightSearch OperationSignature. Assuming, there
are 500 queries of the flightSearch operation, the resulting factor would be:
f actor(perQuery) = 1 · 500 = 500

(5.12)

5.1.3 Calculating the Matching Result
In order to calculate the matching result, the amount of used queries, the requester
specified consumer details, and the final price of the price plan are used. The first
value m ∈ [0, 1] is based on the final price and describes how well the maximum
price of the requester is matched:


1,
if price ≤ max,


price
(5.13)
m(price) = 2 −
, if price ∈ [max, 2 · max],

max


0,
else
On the one hand, if the calculated price is lower than the target price, the request
is fully satisfied and the result is 1. On the other hand, when the calculated price
is twice as much as what the requester specified, the result is 0, as the price is
too high. However, the requester might be willing to accept a slightly higher price
and, as such, the resulting value decreases linear, starting from 1 at the specified
maximum price until it reaches 0 at twice as much as the maximum. For example,
when the maximum price is 100 e and the calculated price is 130 e, the result will
130
= 0.7.
be m(130) = 2 −
100
Accompanied by this result is a query fuzziness value, which relies on the amount
of queries to be considered. This represents the requester-induced fuzziness and
describes how certain it is that the actual matching is not worse than the calculated
one.
The requester’s expectation on the required queries is fuzzy, however, the expectation is assumed to be 99% accurate. This means that 99% of the queries
are in the interval [minQueries, maxQueries], whereas the most likely value lies
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in the middle. For the normal distribution it holds that 99% of all values have a
distance of at most 2.576 · σ from the expectation, which is minQueries+maxQueries
.
2
As this maximum distance needs to be either minQueries or maxQueries, σ can
be calculated:
minQueries + maxQueries
+ 2.576 · σ
2
minQueries + maxQueries
2.576 · σ = maxQueries −
2
maxQueries − minQueries
=
2
maxQueries − minQueries
σ=
2 · 2.576

maxQueries =

(5.14)

Using this result, the query fuzziness value qf ∈ [0, 0.995] can be defined, using
the normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ):
qf (queries) =
queries

2 !
Z
minQueries + maxQueries maxQueries − minQueries
,
N
2
2 · 2.576
−∞

(5.15)
The calculation of the integral up to the calculated amount of queries results
in the certainty that the requester is not paying more than the calculated price,
as this may happen when the requester actually needs more queries than used in
the calculation.
The last value is the negotiation result, which describes the likeliness of getting
the assumed negotiated discount. As there may be several negotiable price levels
in the price plan, these are all sources of provider-induced fuzziness. However,
the likeliness for getting the assumed discount, is assumed to decrease linear, so
that it is likely to get a small discount, but unlikely to get a big discount. The
negotiation value n for a price level is calculated as follows:
npricelvl (negotiatedDiscount) = 100 − negotiatedDiscount

(5.16)

The final negotiation value is the likelihood to get every pricelevel discounted and
is, therefore, the multiplicative of the various price levels. This results in n ∈ [0, 1]:
Y
n(priceP lan) =
npl
(5.17)
pl∈priceP lan.priceLevels

Finally, the aggregated matching result can be calculated. It is the multiplication of the price matching result, the query fuzziness value, and the negotiation
result. The aggregated matching result amr lies in [0, 0.995], because of the query
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fuzziness value, and is calculated as follows:
amr(queries, P riceP lan) = m(price(P riceP lan)) · qf (queries) · n(P riceP lan)
(5.18)

5.1.4 Adapting the Price Level and Queries
The desired matching result may not be reached in the first iteration and, therefore, it is possible to improve it. As seen in Figure 5.1, this step is executed, after
the matching result is calculated. After the adaption is done, the process iterates.
In a first try to improve the result, the negotiated discount is increased. However, this can only be done for negotiable price levels and as long as the configured
maximum discount is not reached. The discount is increased by a customizable
percentage and the price plan is evaluated again, as shown in Figure 5.1.
When it is not possible to increase the negotiated discount, the negotiated
discount is set to 0. And instead, the amount of queries is reduced by a customizable percentage of the difference between the requested minimum and maximum
amount, i.e., the queries are reduced by a constant factor. Afterwards, the price
plan is evaluated again.
This results in first trying to increase the negotiated discount. When this was
not successful the queries are decreased, and it is tried to increase the negotiated
discount again.
When the queries can not be further decreased, no further adaptations are
possible.

5.1.5 Example
For the price plan DreamFlight and the EasyTrip request, introduced in Chapter
1.2, an exemplary calculation is presented in the following. The according models
can be seen in Figure 4.6 (page 34) and in Figure 4.8 (page 39).
Query Creation First, the 500 queries of the requested operation “flightSearch”
are created and uniformly distributed between the 01.10.2014 and 31.10.2014.
Price Plan Evaluation Now, the price plan needs to be evaluated in order to
calculate its price. It is applicable, as the queries are expected after the 14.06.2014,
which means the price plan is effective. Now, the price components need to be
evaluated. The queries price component is calculated first. As it has two price
levels, one price level needs to be selected first. In this case, first, the price level
“before5Oct” is calculated. The price fence only allows the queries before the
4
= 64.5 ≈ 65, as it only covers 4 of
fifth October. These are around 500 · 31
the possible 31 days in the specified time frame. This means, that the factor for
the perQuery metric results in f actor(perQuery) = 1 · 65 = 65. Resulting in
price(bef ore5Oct) = 65 · 0.1 = 6.5.
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The price for the price level after5Oct is calculated accordingly with the remaining 435 queries in October. This finally results in price(af ter5Oct) = 435 · 0.11 =
47.85.
Using the results of the two price level, the price for the queries component can
be calculated: price(queries) = price(bef ore5Oct) + price(af ter5Oct) = 54.35
The next component is the discount component, it is applicable as the requester is a FLYIMember. Its only proportional price level is calculated as follows:
price(10p) = 10%·price(queries)·f actor(static1) = 10%·54.35·1 = 5.435. Therefore, price(discount) = 5.435.
Lastly, the tax needs to be applied, as the requester is from Germany. The
calculation is similar to the discount calculation, though the queries component
got discounted: price(tax) = price(19p) = 19% · (54.35 − 5.435) · 1 = 9.29
Now, the final price plan can be calculated: price(DreamF light) = 54.35 −
5.435 + 9.29 = 58, 205.
Matching Result Calculation The first value to calculate is m, reflecting how
well the price plan matches the request: m(58.205) = 1, because 58.205 < 100.
The second value is the query fuzziness value: qf (500) = 0.995. The maximum
value is achieved, as the maximum amount of queries is used.
The third value is the negotiation result, as there is no discount involved, the
result is n = 1.
Therefore, the resulting aggregated matching result value is amr = 1·0.995·1 =
0.995. This means the price plan is matching to the request.

5.2 Matching Process Integration
The service’s price is only one aspect, which needs to be checked, in order to find
the best suitable service for the requester. Therefore, a whole matching process
is needed to match the different aspects of a service.
There exist already several different matching steps, the signature matching, the
pre-/postcondition matching, the keyword matching, the privacy matching, the
protocol matching, and the reputation matching. They are described in Chapter
2.2.
For the integration of the price matching approach, a new price matching step
needs to be created. As seen in Figure 5.6, the Price Request refers to the
Operation Signature “availableFlight” of the Service Requester. However, the
two Price Plans are attached to the Operation Interfaces which the Service
Providers provide, namely the interface “flightSearchDreamFlight” and “otherProvider”. This shows, that there is no clear connection between the Price Request
and the Price Plan. One approach might be to just test the price request with
every possible price plan, but this might result in many unnecessary matchings,
when the operations are not matching.
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Service Requester

Service Provider

Interface flightSearchRequest

Interface
flightSearchDreamFlight

availableFlight(IN airport:
Airport, OUT flight: Flight)

flights(IN from: Airport, OUT flights:
Flight)

Interface otherProvider
availableFlight(IN location: Location,
OUT flights: Flight)
Price Request

Price Plan

Price Plan

Figure 5.6: Pricing Information on Operation Interfaces
For this reason, the price matching step should reuse the matching results of the
signature matching step. The result of the signature matching step can be used to
determine to which provided operation signatures a requested operation signature
is matching. For example, the requested operation signature “availableFlight”
matches the provided operation signature “flights”. In this case, the price plan
attached to the interface containing the flights operation signature needs to be
matched against the requester. In this way, unnecessary matchings are avoided.
However, the price matching step should also be usable on its own. This is
required in the case that the requester has already decided which operation he
wants to use and is only interested in matching a specific price request to a price
plan, without an extra signature matching. In this case, the price request relates to
the operation signatures of the service provider, so that the signature matching’s
mapping of operation signatures is not required. It shall also be reminded, that
the price request may consist of more than one operation signature, which may
require the evaluation of several price plans. This is the case, when the second
requested operation is not provided by the same Service Provider, but by a second
one.
This setup allows the user to customize the matching process and integrate the
price matching at any place. Though, in case the mapping between requester and
provider operations is needed, the only restriction is that the signature matching
step has to be executed first.
However, there are still many different matching processes viable. In Figure
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Signature Matching

Price Matching

Pre-/Postcondition Matching

Keyword Matching

Privacy Matching

Protocol Matching

Figure 5.7: Exemplary Matching Process
5.7 an exemplary matching process can be seen. In this matching process, the
user decided to use the signature matching first and then the price matching.
Afterwards, the various other matching steps are executed. This means that the
price matching is as early as possible executed.
This has the advantage that the services which are too expensive are already
filtered out, before any other matching step needs to be calculated. This makes
sense, when the requester has a very tight budget, as this means that a lot of
services will be too expensive and the price matching step will filter most services
out. In contrast, when the maximum price, the requester is willing to pay, is very
high, only a few matching steps will be filtered out. In this case, it would be
better to place the price matching step in the end, to let the other matching steps
filter out some possible matchings, which do not need to be considered anymore.
However, another characteristic to consider is, that the calculation of the price
matching step takes longer when the price request and the provided price plan do
not match. This is the case, because of the attempt to achieve better matching
results through lowering the queries or increasing the negotiated discounts. This
means that the price matching is not as effective in filtering out not matching pairs
as it is in approving a matching pair. This behavior can be circumvented, when it
is not allowed to decrease the queries or increase the negotiated discount. However,
this comes with the trade-off that possible matches are not considered. A solution
might be to run a second matching process, in which the price matching is allowed
to make these changes, when there was no matching pair found after the first
matching process. Though, this is problematic when the matching process needs
to be executed more than once in the majority of the cases. So the OTF Provider,
who does these matchings, needs to find suitable characteristics to determine how
to arrange the matching process. One characteristic can be the maximum price
the requester is willing to accept. Based on the domain, the OTF Provider can
then decide, if this is a cheap, reasonable, or generous price and configure the
matching process accordingly. For example, when a complex weather prediction
for a custom scenario should be calculated, a price of 0.1 e may be very cheap.
However, the same price for the current weather in a provided location may be
very generous.
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This chapter describes how the previously explained concepts are implemented
and integrated into the SSE. For this purpose, first, an architectural overview
of the SSE is given. Afterwards, the new components are further refined and
described. Lastly, a user guide presents how the price matcher can be used.

6.1 Architectural Overview
An overview of the architecture of the SSE can be seen in Figure 6.1. Already
existing components are represented by white boxes, while the added components
are colored orange. The dependencies of the components among each other are
shown as arrows. For an explanation on the already existing components, see
Section 2.4.
The core components of the SSE need to be enriched with the Price component,
as the specification language needs to be extended by the pricing concepts. For
this reason, the Price component refers to the PCM (Palladio Component Model),
as it uses, for example, the OperationInterfaces of PCM, in order to annotate it
with the pricing information.
For the matching functionality, the Price Matching component is added. This
component, like the other matching components, requires the core matching concepts. One example for this dependency is the definition of the matching result.
Additionally, the matching components require the core components as these define the elements which are matched.
The SSE is designed in a way that only the Repository and PCM Component is
required for the basic functionalities of the SSE. The additional components can
be installed for more features, for example, the protocols or reputation component.
This design choice is supported by the use of Eclipse’s plug-in mechanism, resulting
in at least one plug-in for every component.

6.2 New Components
The two newly added components, Price and Price Matching (see Figure 6.1),
are further refined in Figure 6.2. First, an overview of the different components
is given, and afterwards, in Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, every component is explained
in detail.
The first refined component is the Price component, which is a core component,
and defines the language elements. It consists of five distinguishable components.
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6.2 New Components
These are the Pricing Specification Language Model (presented in Chapter
4.2) the Pricing Request Specification Language Model (presented in Chapter 4.4) which is dependent on the Pricing Specification Language Model. In
addition, both of these components also provide an editor, the Pricing Specification Language Editor and the Pricing Request Specification Language Editor, respectively. Both editors depend on their associated language
model. Additionally, the Request Specification Language Editor also needs
the Pricing Specification Language Editor. Lastly, the Fence Expression
Language (presented in Chapter 4.3) is defined to be used for the fence expressions
in the pricing specifications. Despite the fact that the fence expression language is
used for the pricing specification, there is no dependency between these two components, as there is no semantic check implemented for the pricing specification
editor.
The second refined component is the Price Matching component. It consists of five distinguishable components. The main component is the Price
Matcher, which actually matches the provided pricing specification with the requester’s request. It uses the Query Distributor for assigning a time point for
every requested query (see Section 5.1.1) and also the Pricing Specification
Evaluator, which handles the calculation of the price for a provided pricing
specification. The Pricing Specification Evaluator also needs the Fence
Evaluator, in order to evaluate its price fences. Lastly, there is the Price
Matching UI, which is integrated into the SSE’s user interface for creating a
matching process. In this way, the user is able to use the user interface for integrating the price matcher into his matching process.

6.2.1 Refined Core Price Component
The price component consists of five sub components, which are presented in the
following. The four components concerning the pricing specification and pricing
request specification are bundled together, as they were similarly created. All components are developed as Eclipse plug-ins to fit into the existing SSE framework.
In addition, the plug-ins are held modular, so that, for example, the specification
language plug-ins can be used to enrich the used language by the pricing concepts,
but the matcher and user interface plug-ins can be disabled, when these are not
necessary.
Specification Languages and Editors
The four specification language components, namely the Pricing Specification
Language Model, Pricing Request Specification Language Model, Pricing
Specification Language Editor, and Pricing Request Specification Language Editor, were created with the help of EMF [SBMP08]. The models presented in Chapter 4 were modeled using EMF, which then allowed the generation
of the model and editor code. This model-driven technology was used, as it is well
integrated in Eclipse and eases the error-prone creation of complex meta models,
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including an editor for the creation of instances of the generated meta model. The
plug-ins related to the aforementioned components are presented in the following:
• Pricing Specification Language Model
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price
This plug-in contains the model code for the pricing specification language and adds the pricing concepts to the specification language of
the SSE.
• Pricing Specification Language Editor
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.edit
This plug-in contains the edit code for the pricing specification language, this means it defines the necessary providers for the objects
defined in the model code. These are needed for the tree editor, in order to show the modeled price specification instance. For this reason,
the providers also define a textual and graphical representation of the
pricing specification classes.
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.editor
This plug-in provides the editor for creating a pricing specification. For
this purpose, it requires the edit and model code.
• Pricing Request Specification Language Model
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.request
This plug-in contains the model code for the price request specification
language and adds the pricing concepts to the specification language of
the SSE.
• Pricing Request Specification Language Editor
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.request.edit
This plug-in contains the edit code for the price request specification
language, similar to the .edit plug-in of the pricing specification language.
– de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.request.editor
This plug-in provides the editor for creating a price request specification. For this reason, it requires the edit and model code.
Fence Expression Language
The fence expression language is used for evaluating the price fence expressions
of the pricing specification language. It is described in detail in Chapter 4.3.
In order to implement this grammar, Xtext [EV06] was used. After specifying
the formal language, Xtext generates a parser, which will parse the provided
expression and return a model representing the expression. This model can then
easily be used programmatically .
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Additionally, I wrote a method which encapsulates the usage of the Xtext parser
and enables the structural evaluation of any expression. However, the context
in which the expressions need to be evaluated can change. For this purpose, I
created the interface ElementValidator, seen in Code-Fragment 6.1, which has
to handle the context specific evaluation of a predicate. It has only one method
validatePredicate(String predicate), which is used to evaluate a predicate of
the expression language. In this way, the structural evaluation of an expression can
be reused for the different contexts. For example, the evaluation of the expression
“membershipDiscount & german” needs to be evaluated against the customer
information, while “beforePriceIncrease” needs to be evaluated against the query.
Thus, for every needed context an own ElementValidator can be created and the
evaluation method reused.
The corresponding plug-in is de.upb.crc901.sse.core.price.expression.
1
2
3

public i n t e r f a c e E l e m e n t V a l i d a t o r {
public boolean v a l i d a t e P r e d i c a t e ( S t r i n g p r e d i c a t e ) ;
}
Code-Fragment 6.1: ElementValidator Interface

6.2.2 Refined Price Matching Component
For the Price Matching Component, its own model was created, in order to store
the information about the evaluated pricing specification components. This model
can be seen in Figure 6.3. The main element is the PriceMatching, it stores the
information which PriceRequest, given by the requester, needs to be evaluated
against which PricePlan, given by the provider. In case of a composition, this
does not need to be only one PricePlan as the requester may want to use more
than one operation. Using the information, several Iterations may be performed,
these may differ in the amount of queries handled (indicated by the queryPercentage) and the negotiableDiscount. The actually used Queries are stored along
with their date. Lastly, for the evaluation of the price plan exists wrapper components, namely the PlanWrapper, ComponentWrapper, and LevelWrapper, which
are inheriting from the PriceWrapper. They store information about their applicability, the valid queries, and the price result for each level along the reference
to the corresponding component of the provider’s price plan. In addition, the
LevelWrapper stores its discountPercent and the calculated aggregated metric
factor from its metrics. The LevelWrapper also contains either a RelativeFactor
or AbsoluteFactor, which are used to calculate the final result. For easier access,
all these wrapper components are accessible by a mapping between the providers’
price plan components and the wrapper components.
In the following, the different architecture components, depicted in Figure 6.2,
are explained.
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Figure 6.3: Matching Model
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Query Distributor
In the plug-in de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.price, the Query Distributor can
be found as a part of the price matching. It is used to create internal query objects
and assigns each query a point in time. This is based on the requesters’ expected
queries, which is the input of the query distributor. It distributes the queries of the
selected operation signature based on the user preference and returns them ready
to be used in the evaluation of the price plan. It also provides the functionality to
decrease the amount of queries, which requires a regeneration of the queries. For
example, the EasyTrip requester expects 200-500 queries between the 01.10.2014
and 31.10.2014. In the first iteration, the maximum amount of queries will be
generated and distributed. That is, 500 queries are created and each query gets
its own date, for example the 02.10.2014 6am.
Pricing Specification Evaluator
This component can be found in the plug-in de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.price and is represented by the class PricePlanEvaluator. The purpose of this
component is the calculation of the price of a specific price plan and a given set
of queries. The queries are used in the FenceEvaluator to determine, if a pricing
component can be applied. For storing the information throughout the evaluation,
the matching model, shown in Figure 6.3, is used. The actual calculation is
implemented as described in Chapter 5.
Price Matcher
The Price Matcher is the actual matcher, which combines all the different components of the matching approach. It implements the required matching interface for
the integration into the SSE, by extending the abstract class AbstractMatcher,
and can be found in the de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.price plug-in. This
interface is required by the SSE’s matching process framework, as it uses it
to automatically start the referenced matcher. The price matcher component
uses the Query Distributor in order to create the queries and determines how
many queries should be generated. Then, it uses the Pricing Specification
Evaluator for calculating the resulting price. As a last step, the matching values
are calculated and it is checked whether the matching result is good enough or
if the queries and negotiable discount needs to be adapted. In the latter case, a
new iteration is created, which will be evaluated again. This process is described
in detail in Chapter 5.1.
Fence Evaluator
The Fence Evaluator can be found in the de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.price
plug-in and is responsible for evaluating the fenceExpressions of a PricePlan,
PriceLevel, and PriceComponent. For this purpose, several classes are created,
which are implementing the ElementValidator interface.
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There is one ElementValidator for each available business term, i.e., time, location, quantity, and consumer. Additionally, there is one ElementValidator
called PriceFenceElementValidator, which is used to evaluate the fenceExpression of the aforementioned components. In this case, the context is the
whole PriceRequest, as well as the Queries to use. Whereas, for example, the
ConsumerElementValidator only needs the valid groups and requester’s groups.
This context information is used to implement the validatePredicate(String
predicate) method, which is used in the general evaluation method of an expression. The general evaluation method is defined in the core fence expression
language component (see Section 6.2.1).
Price Matching UI
This component has its own plug-in, de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.price.ui,
to decouple the user interface from the matcher logic. This component provides
a wizard page for the SSE matching process wizard, by using the provided extension point de.upb.crc901.sse.matching.sseSpecificationTypeWizardPages.
This extension point allows the contribution of a wizard page, which can be used
in the matching process wizard, when a matcher requires this page, i.e., the price
matcher is set up to require the price matching page. This enables the user to
select the required inputs for the pricing matching approach.
There are no further user-interface elements necessary, because the SSE creates,
based on the definition of the pricing matcher, its own configuration dialog and
integrates it into its overall matching process selection.

6.3 User Guide
This user guide explains how to create a pricing specification and a price request.
Afterwards, it is explained how the matching process can be started and configured.

6.3.1 Pricing Specification
This section describes, how the pricing specification is created. First, the creation
of the file is explained, afterwards, the modeling of a pricing specification on the
basis of the example FlightSuperior.
Creating the Pricing Specification File
In order to create the file, follow the following steps:
1. Navigate File → New → Other
2. Open the Folder CRC901 Service Specification Environment, select
the Pricingspecification Model, as seen in Figure 6.4, and click Next
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3. Select a directory and name for the model to be saved in and click Next
4. Choose Price Plan as the Model Object and click Finish
5. The newly created model opens automatically in the editor

Figure 6.4: Create Pricingspecification Model

Modeling the Pricing Specification
To illustrate the modeling of the pricing specification, the exemplary price plan
of service provider FlightSuperior is used. The goal is to model the price for
the queries: “0.4 e for the first 100 searches, afterwards 0.05 e” and also for the
discount: “Special discount for new customers from Germany of 15%”. When
attributes of the elements need to be set, this is done in the properties view. If it
is not shown, right click an entry and select “Show Properties View”.
Loading the Repository
This should be the first step. As the OperationInterface and OperationSignatures
need to be referred to, the repository file, which defines these interfaces, has to be
loaded. For instructions on creating a repository, see the SSE Help content. In
order to load the file, right click an entry, select “load Resource”, navigate to the
repository file (ending on .sse repo), and click ok.
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Creating the Price Metrics
In the beginning, the price metrics, which will be used in the price plan, need
to be created. However, they can also be later on created, when additional price
metrics are required. In this example, two price metrics are required: a static
price metric for the discount, and a typed price metric to price every query:
1. right click Price Plan → New Child → Price Metric
• Entity Name: static
• Factor: 1.0
2. right click Price Plan → New Child → Typed Price Metric
• Entity Name: perQuery
• Factor: 1.0
• right click → New Child → Type Reference
– Entity Name: perQuery
– Refering To: Select the operation signature from the repository
file, for example, searchSuperior
– Type: queries
Creating the Price Fences
Next, the price fences, which are used in the price plan, should be created. In
this example, two price fences are required: a price fence for a new customer and
a second one for customers from Germany. Follow these steps to add them:
1. right click Price Plan → New Child → Price Fence
• Entity Name: newCustomer
• Business Term: consumergroup
• right click → New Child → Target Consumer Group
– Entity Name: superiorCustomer
– Ontology URI: http://crc901.upb.de/sse/price/examples/consumerGroups.owl#FlightSuperiorCustomer
• Business Term Expression: !superiorCustomer
2. right click Price Plan → New Child → Price Fence
• Entity Name: fromGermany
• Business Term: location
• right click → New Child → Administrative Area
– Entity Name: germany
– Name: Germany
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– Type: country
• Business Term Expression: germany
Creating the Price Components
Now, the price components can be specified. First, the price component for the
queries is created. Afterwards, the discount price adjustment is specified:
1. right click Price Plan → New Child → Price Component
• Entity Name: Queries
• Price Operation Signature: Select the same operation signature from
the repository file, for example, searchSuperior
• right click → New Child → Absolute Price Level
– Entity Name: first100
– Absolute Amount: 0.4
– Price Metrics: select the previously defined Typed Price Metric
perQuery
– Tier Higher Bound: 100.0
• right click → New Child → Absolute Price Level
– Entity Name: after100
– Absolute Amount: 0.05
– Price Metrics: select the previously defined Typed Price Metric
perQuery
– Tier Lower Bound: 100.0
2. right click Price Plan → New Child → Price Adjustment
• Entity Name: discount
• Adjusted Components: select Price Component queries
• Component Fences: select both Price Fences: fromGermany and newCustomer
• Fence Expression: fromGermany & newCustomer
• right click → New Child → Proportional Price Level
– Entity Name: discount
– Percentage Amount: 15.0
– Internal Bases: select Price Component queries
– Price Metric: static
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Configuring the Price Plan
Lastly, the Price Plan needs to be configured. It should be effective since the
01.09.2014:
• select the price plan
• Attached Interface: select the OperationInterface for which the prices are
defined
• Currency: EUR
• Entity Name: Price Plan Superior
• right click Price Plan → New Child → Effective From Absolute Point In
Time
– Entity Name: effectiveFrom
– Value: enter 2014-09-01 and press enter

6.3.2 Price Request Specification
This section describes how the price request specification is created. First, the
creation of the file is explained. Afterwards, the modeling of a price request
specification is presented by using the example requester EasyTrip.
Creating the Price Request Specification File
In order to create the file, follow the following steps:
1. Navigate File → New → Other
2. Open the Folder CRC901 Service Specification Environment, select
the Requestpricingspecification Model, and click Next
3. Select a directory and name for the model to be saved in and click Next
4. Choose Price Request as the Model Object and click Finish
5. The newly created model opens automatically in the editor
Modeling the Price Request
The modeling of the price request is illustrated on the basis of the EasyTrip
requester (see Section 1.2). At first, the referenced model is loaded. Afterwards,
the price request is modeled.
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Loading the Repository
First, load the repository file, which contains the used OperationSignatures. For
instructions on creating a repository, see the SSE Help content. In order to load
the file, right click an entry, select “load Resource”, navigate to the repository file
(ending on .sse repo), and click ok.
Creating the Request
When the repository file is loaded, the request can be created:
1. select the Price Request
• Entity Name: EasyTrip Request
• Currency: EUR
• Max Price: 100.0
2. right click Price Request → New Child → Expected Queries
• Distribution Type: uniformlyDistributed
• EntityName: availableFlight
• Min Count: 200
• Max Count: 500
• Using Operation Signature: Select the operation signature which shall
be requested from the repository file, for example, availableFlight
• right click Price Expected Queries → New Child → Start To End Interval
– right click Start To End Interval → New Child → Start Absolute
Point In Time
∗ Value: 2014-10-01T00:00:00.000+0200
– right click Start To End Interval → New Child → End Absolute
Point In Time
∗ Value: 2014-10-31T23:59:59.999+0100
3. right click Price Request → New Child → Requester
• Entity Name: EasyTrip
• right click Requester → New Child → Physical Address
– Continent: Europe
– Country: Germany
– State: NRW
– Province: OWL
– City: Paderborn
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– Postcode: 33102
• right click Requester → New Child → Target Consumer Group
– Entity Name: FLYIMember
– Ontology URI: http://crc901.upb.de/sse/price/examples/consumerGroups.owl#FLYIMember

6.3.3 Executing the Matching
In order to run the matching, right click in the repository diagram editor and
select “CRC901 Matching”. Now, specify the matching steps, which should be
used in the matching process. Create first a default signature matching step and
choose for its ontology directory, the directory containing the ontology file used
for the repository file (for further information see the SSE Help). Afterwards, the
price matching step is added. The configuration for the price matcher can be seen
in Figure 6.5. Here, choose to use the signature matching results from matching
step 1. However, only matching results, which match at least to 50%, should be
considered. Thus, set the “Signature Matching Result Threshold” to 0.5. For the
negotiable discounts, select 0.3 as the maximum discount and use for the discount
step size 0.05. The price matcher should also only return aggregated matching
results greater than 0.5. For the query decrease percentage, choose 0.1. Lastly,
select the ontology directory, which contains the ontologies used for the consumer
groups.
After pressing Ok, the matching process configuration is shown again, click
Next. This brings up the selection of requester and provider operation signatures
as inputs. Select the requester operation signatures and the provider operation
signatures to be used for the signature matcher. After pressing next, select the
price request specifications and the provider price specifications, as seen in Figure
6.6. Note, that the selected requests should refer to the requester’s operation
signatures of the signature matching, and the selected price plans to the provider’s
operation signatures of the signature matching. When the inputs are selected, click
“Finish”.
Now, the matching process starts. After it is finished, the matching results can
be seen in the Matching Results View, as seen in Figure 6.7. The aggregated
matching result is 0.995 and it can be seen that the price plan matches perfectly,
as the final price is below the maximum price (51 e < 100 e). When expanding
the PricePlan Matching Value, it is shown how the different price components
contribute to the final price.
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Figure 6.5: Configure Price Matcher
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Figure 6.6: Configure Price Matching Inputs

Figure 6.7: Matching Results
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7 Evaluation
This chapter evaluates the concepts presented in the Matching Process Chapter
(Chapter 5), as well as the pricing specification languages concepts (presented in
Chapter 4). For the evaluation, also the requirements (Chapter 3.2) will be used.
There are four questions that needs to be answered during the evaluation. These
are:
• Q1: Is the developed matching approach accurate? That is, is the precision
and recall 1?
• Q2: Does the consideration of requester-induced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?
• Q3: Does the consideration of provider-induced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?
• Q4: Are the specified requirements (see Chapter 3.2) fulfilled?
These are valid questions, as the first one evaluates the matching approach,
and checks whether it calculates good results. The second and third questions are
aiming at the requester-induced and provider-induced fuzziness, as these influence
the matching result and it needs to be evaluated, if their consideration improves
the aggregated matching result or not. The last question directly relates to the
specified requirements in Chapter 3.2.
In the following, first the evaluation subjects are presented, which were used
for the evaluation. The next section describes the used Evaluation Process, which
explains how the evaluation was executed. Afterwards, the four questions are
answered in Section 7.3 to Section 7.6. Lastly, in Section 7.7, the results are
discussed.

7.1 Evaluation Subjects
For the evaluation, the provider examples are used, which were presented in Section 1.2.
In addition to the pricing specifications, also the operation interfaces and operation signatures are required, as these need to be used as references in the pricing
specification and request pricing specification. The operation interfaces can be
seen in Figure 7.1. The requester’s operation interface is flightSearchRequest,
its operations are referenced for the request pricing specifications. The other three
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interfaces belong to the provider FlyingHigh, DreamFlight, and FlightSuperior,
from top to bottom. The pricing specification of each provider is referencing their
operation interface and operation signatures accordingly. For the parameter types
of the operations is an ontology used, which matches the types IndependentState
and Country. This means, when using the signature matcher to match by type,
the requester’s availableFlight operation matches the searchHigh, searchDream,
and searchSuperior operation and the requested availableAirlines operation only
matches the listAirlines operation.

Figure 7.1: Requester and Provider Interfaces
The used request pricing specifications can be seen in Table 7.1. The table shows
the important values, these are the maximum price (maxP) the requester is willing
to pay, the minimum amount of expected queries (minQ), the maximum amount of
expected queries (maxQ), the distribution type of the queries, and the groups the
requester belongs to. All these request specifications have in common, that their
queries are expected during October and use as a reference to the requested operation the availableFlight(..) operation of the flightSearchRequest interface
(see Figure 7.1).

7.2 Evaluation Process
The examples, described in Section 7.1, are used in the evaluation process. There
are 8 price requests (see Table 7.1) and three different providers. If not mentioned
otherwise, these requests are matched against each provider, resulting in 24 pairs,
which were used in the price matching approach. The creation of these pairs is
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req
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8

maxP
25
30
70
75
25
30
70
75

minQ
50
50
100
100
50
50
100
100

maxQ
150
150
1000
1000
150
150
1000
1000

distribution
uniformly
random
uniformly
random
uniformly
random
uniformly
random

groups
FLYIMember
FLYIMember
FLYIMember
FLYIMember
SuperiorCustomer
SuperiorCustomer
SuperiorCustomer
SuperiorCustomer

location
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Table 7.1: Price Requests
achieved by the use of the ontological signature matcher. Its configuration can be
seen in Appendix A.2.
As mentioned in Section 7.1, the outcome of the signature matching is that the
requested operation is matching to all of the provided operations. In order to
use this, it is necessary that the price matcher is configured to use the signature
matching results. The used configuration is the following:
• Use Signature Matching Result: true
• Signature Matching Result: Matching Step 1
• Signature Matching Result Threshold: 0.75
• Ontology Directory: /de.upb.crc901.sse.examples.pricing/ontologies
This way, the price matching uses the signature matching results, resulting
in every request being matched against every price plan. The last step of the
evaluation process is the comparison of the results depending on the evaluated
goal.
All used models for the evaluation can be found in the model folder on the CD,
accompanying this thesis. In addition, it also contains the evaluation results, in
form of .sse match files, which can be inspected using the SSE’s matching model
editor. The CD content is described in the Appendix A.3

7.3 Accuracy
In order to answer the first question: “Is the developed matching approach accurate? That is, is the precision and recall 1?”, the requests and providers, introduced in Section 7.1, are used.
First, for every requester-provider pair, the expected outcome was manually
calculated and noted. This can be seen in the “expected” column of Table 7.2.
Afterwards, the matching process was set up, as described in Section 7.2. However, as the matching approach returns a gradual matching result, it was restricted
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to only output the results greater than 0.995, thus only allowing perfect matches.
It should be noted, that 0.995 is the highest possible result, as there is always a
0.5% chance that the actually amount of used queries is higher than the anticipated maximum amount.
After executing the matching approach, the calculated results were filled in
(colum: calculated, Table 7.2). As it can be seen, every calculated matching
result is correct. Thus, the precision and recall values are 100%.
Requester
r1
r1
r1
r2
r2
r2
r3
r3
r3
r4
r4
r4
r5
r5
r5
r6
r6
r6
r7
r7
r7
r8
r8
r8

Provider
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior

Expected
not matching
matching
not matching
matching
matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
matching
not matching
matching
not matching
matching
matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching
not matching

Calculated
0
0.995
0
0.995
0.995
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.995
0
0.995
0
0.995
0.995
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 7.2: Requester and Provider Matchings

7.4 Requester-Induced Fuzziness
In order to answer question Q2: “Does the consideration of the requester-induced
fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?”, the matching approach is
executed 5 times, each time with a different configuration for the query decreasing
step size. The requests and providers, described in Section 7.1, are used as inputs.
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The evaluation process is set up according to Section 7.2. However, it will be
executed 5 times, each time with a different configuration for the “query decrease
percentage”. The five used percentages are: 0% (not allowed to decrease queries),
5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. For every matching iteration, the according column in
Table 7.3 is filled out.
It can be seen, that when the result is at its maximum (0.995), it is not affected by the queries decrease percentage. However, when the maximum was not
reached, allowing the queries to decrease, results in better matching results, e.g.,
r4 against FlyingHigh. While the 5% has the best results, 20% has the worst
results (excluding 0%). The other two percentages (10% and 15%) are varying in
its results. For example, for r1 against FlightSuperior the 10% achieves the same
result as 5%, whereas, the 15% achieved a slightly worse result. However, for r1
against FlyingHigh, it is the other way round.
This behavior can be explained, through the usage of a different step width.
This results in a different amount of queries being checked. For example: 1000
queries, with 10% step width: 1000 → 900 → 800, and for 15%: 1000 → 850 →
700. While the 10% setting explores the 800 queries, the 15% setting examines
850 queries. Only the 5% setting probes both.
The explanation, why the matches of 0.995 can’t be further improved, is that
decreasing the queries will lower the aggregated matching result, as the price was
already matching the requested maximum price. The other way round, when
the price plan was not affordable with all queries used (matching value 0), the
matching value is improved, when it is allowed to decrease the queries. The
reason is, that the price plan may become affordable, though at the price of an
increased uncertainty. For example, the matching result of r3 against FlyingHigh
was 0 before, and when using 5% steps, the matching result goes up to 0.221.
This means that the query fuzziness value allows the consideration of price
plans, which are under consideration of all queries too expensive. Though, the
newly considered price plans can’t get a better matching value than perfectly
fitting price plans. As such, this mechanism allows a more refined rating of service
plans.

7.5 Provider-Induced Fuzziness
This section answers the question Q3: “Does the consideration of the providerinduced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?”. The provider-induced
fuzziness is introduced through negotiable price levels. In order to evaluate its impact, the requests and providers, described in Section 7.1, are used. However, for
the evaluation the providers’ price levels are altered, in order to allow negotiation.
The used evaluation process is described in Section 7.2. In order to focus on the
provider-induced fuzziness, the decreasing of queries is not permitted. In addition,
there are two configuration variables important for the negotiable discount, namely
the maximum discount and the discount step size. For the evaluation, the different
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Requester
r1
r1
r1
r2
r2
r2
r3
r3
r3
r4
r4
r4
r5
r5
r5
r6
r6
r6
r7
r7
r7
r8
r8
r8

Provider
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior

Results (by
0%
5%
0.769 0.903
0.995 0.995
0.552 0.56
0.995 0.995
0.995 0.995
0.792 0.795
0
0.221
0.336 0.673
0.963 0.987
0
0.267
0.448 0.739
0.995 0.995
0.796 0.903
0.995 0.995
0.299 0.319
0.995 0.995
0.995 0.995
0.58 0.588
0
0.221
0.152 0.573
0.782 0.858
0
0.267
0.276 0.641
0.862 0.925

Query
10%
0.887
0.995
0.56
0.995
0.995
0.792
0.221
0.673
0.977
0.258
0.736
0.995
0.887
0.995
0.318
0.995
0.995
0.587
0.221
0.569
0.858
0.258
0.64
0.924

Decrease %)
15% 20%
0.903 0.849
0.995 0.995
0.552 0.552
0.995 0.995
0.995 0.995
0.792 0.792
0.214 0.175
0.673 0.619
0.963 0.963
0.267 0.245
0.736 0.704
0.995 0.995
0.903 0.849
0.995 0.995
0.318 0.305
0.995 0.995
0.995 0.995
0.58
0.58
0.214 0.175
0.569 0.546
0.855 0.858
0.267 0.245
0.641 0.592
0.925 0.924

Table 7.3: Matching Results by Varying Query Decrease Percentage
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step sizes of 0% (no discount), 2%, 5%, and 10% are combined with the maximum
discounts of 30% and 60%. This means in total are 7 iterations used (the 0%
only needs to be evaluated once as it disables the discount completely). After
each iteration, the corresponding column is filled out and then the next iteration
started with the updated configuration. The results for the maximum discount of
30% can be seen in Table 7.4 and the maximum discount of 60% is noted in Table
7.5.

Requester
r1
r1
r1
r2
r2
r2
r3
r3
r3
r4
r4
r4
r5
r5
r5
r6
r6
r6
r7
r7
r7
r8
r8
r8

Provider
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior

Results (Max 30%, Var. Step %)
0%
2%
5%
10%
0.769 0.796 0.796
0.796
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.552 0.565 0.564
0.564
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.792 0.792 0.792
0.792
0
0
0
0
0.336 0.427 0.427
0.427
0.963 0.963 0.963
0.963
0
0.046 0.046
0.046
0.448 0.486 0.488
0.486
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.796 0.796 0.796
0.796
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.299 0.408 0.408
0.408
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.58 0.588 0.587
0.584
0
0
0
0
0.152 0.346 0.345
0.345
0.782 0.782 0.782
0.782
0
0.046 0.046
0.046
0.276 0.397 0.395
0.395
0.862 0.862 0.862
0.862

Table 7.4: Matching Results with Maximum Negotiable Discount 30%
When comparing the different maximum discounts, it can be seen that only
the previously not matching pairs benefit from the increased maximum discount,
the other pairs are unaffected. This is plausible, as the requester’s only option,
to make the otherwise way too expensive price plans affordable, is the increased
uncertainty in the negotiated discounts.
It can be seen, that the negotiation does not influence the matching pairs
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Requester
r1
r1
r1
r2
r2
r2
r3
r3
r3
r4
r4
r4
r5
r5
r5
r6
r6
r6
r7
r7
r7
r8
r8
r8

Provider
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior
FlyingHigh
DreamFlight
FlightSuperior

Results (Max 60%, Var. Step %)
0%
2%
5%
10%
0.796 0.796 0.796
0.796
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.552 0.565 0.564
0.564
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.792 0.792 0.792
0.792
0
0.072 0.071
0.071
0.336 0.427 0.427
0.427
0.963 0.963 0.963
0.963
0
0.089 0.088
0.086
0.448 0.49 0.489
0.487
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.796 0.796 0.796
0.796
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.299 0.408 0.408
0.408
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.995 0.995 0.995
0.995
0.58 0.588 0.587
0.584
0
0.072 0.071
0.071
0.152 0.346 0.345
0.345
0.782 0.782 0.782
0.782
0
0.089 0.088
0.086
0.276 0.397 0.396
0.394
0.862 0.862 0.862
0.862

Table 7.5: Matching Results with Maximum Negotiable Discount 60%
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which were achieving without the negotiation already matching results greater
than 0.782. In addition, the negotiation has a higher impact on lower matching
results than on higher ones (excluding previously non matching pairs). For example, r1 against FlightSuperior only improves by 0.013 from previously 0.552,
whereas r7 against DreamFlight improves by 0.194 from previously 0.152. Also,
some previously not matching pairs, for example, r8 against FlyingHigh, are considered as matching, now. Though, their matching results are very low.
It is also notable that the higher percentage steps are slightly reducing in their
resulting matching values, just like for the requester-induced fuzziness. Though,
the difference between the 2% step and 10% step is only marginal.
Overall, for small values is the matching result significantly improved, while
already good matching results are neither improved nor decreased. Therefore,
the answer to question two is that the provider-induced fuzziness improves the
matching results.

7.6 Requirements Validation
This section answers the last question: “Are the specified requirements fulfilled?”.
There are in total 21 requirements specified, which are split up into 5 different
groups. These groups are: the pricing specification language, the request specification language, the matching approach, the matching process integration, and
the project requirements. In the following, different symbols are used to depict, if
a requirement is fulfilled (2
), unfulfilled (4), or partially fulfilled ().
Pricing Specification Language
• R1: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify a
price plan with different options 2

This requirement is fulfilled, as the pricing specification language provides
the concept of PriceComponents. These can be used to define the different
elements of the final price. For example, the discount and the price for the
queries.

• R2: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
taxes 2

The pricing specification language provides the Tax and enables in this way
the specification of taxes. Therefore, this requirement is satisfied.

• R3: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
discounts and surcharges 2

For the special purposes of discounts and surcharges, the PriceAdjustment
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element was introduced. This fulfills the requirement.
• R4: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
its validity 2

The PricePlan defined by the pricing specification has two properties, the
effectiveFrom and effectiveTo compositions. These two compositions
define when the PricePlan is valid. Therefore, this requirement is satisfied.
• R5: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
floors and caps 2

The pricing specification language supports floors and caps at different granularities. They are available for the whole price plan and also for every price
component. This requirement is met.
• R6: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
price tiers 2

The price tiers functionality is supported by the PriceLevels. Several
PriceLevels can be defined and, by the use of the tierLowerBound and
tierHigherBound, different price tiers defined. This requirement is fulfilled.
• R7: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
absolute and relative prices 2

In order to specify absolute and relative prices, the pricing specification language uses the AbsolutePriceLevel and ProportionalPriceLevel. This
way, the requirement is satisfied.
• R8: The pricing specification language has to be able to allow
market segmentation 2

The PriceFence, in combination with the PriceComponent can be used for
this purpose. For example, a discounted price component is only valid for
German customers, while to non Germans only the normal price component
applies. This fulfills the requirement.
• R9: The pricing specification language has to be able to refer to
the priced operations 2

Every PriceComponent has the pricedEntity association. It is used to refer to the operation, which is priced by the price component. Therefore, this
requirement is satisfied.
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• R10: The pricing specification language has to be able to specify
prices for a service, depending on the usage of a second service2

Through the use of the QuantityLiteral, it is possible to specify price
fences which are only valid, when another second operation is used accordingly. In this way, different price components can be defined, depending on
the usage of a second operation. This fulfills the requirement.
In total, all requirements for the pricing specification language are fulfilled. This
can also be seen in Table 7.6.
Requirement
Fulfilled

R1
2


R2
2


R3
2


R4
2


R5
2


R6
2


R7
2


R8
2


R9
2


R10
2


Table 7.6: Pricing Specification Language Requirements Evaluation

Request Specification Language
• R11: The request specification language has to be able to specify
the maximum price the requester is willing to pay 2

For this purpose, the request specification language uses the maxPrice attribute of the PriceRequest. This accomplishes the requirement.
• R12: The request specification language has to be able to specify
details about the requester 2

Detailed information about the requester is captured with the Requester
class. It contains information about his group memberships, as well as his
address. This fulfills the requirement.
• R13: The request specification language has to be able to specify the amount, distribution, and time of the requesters’ expected
operation signatures 2

The request specification language uses the ExpectedQueries element for
specifying the minimum and maximum amount of the expected queries, as
well as the distribution, and the time, in which these queries occur. This
satisfies the requirement.
• R14: The request specification language has to be able to request
more than one service 2

The PriceRequest can have more than one ExpectedQueries object. In
this way, it is possible to specify that more than one service is requested.
The requirement is fulfilled.
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All the requirements for the request specification language are fulfilled, as seen in
Table 7.7.
Requirement
Fulfilled

R11
2


R12
2


R13
2


R14
2


Table 7.7: Request Specification Language Requirements Evaluation

Matching Approach
• R15: The matching approach has to handle requester- and providerinduced fuzziness 2

The matching approach calculates a certainty value for the requester-induced
fuzziness, as well as for the provider-induced fuzziness. This is, for once, the
certainty that the actually used queries are not more than the queries for
which the matching was achieved. As well as the certainty that the negotiation result can be achieved. The values are evaluated in more detail in
Section 7.4 (requester-induced fuzziness) and Section 7.5 (provider-induced
fuzziness). This requirement is satisfied.

• R16: The matching approach has to be able to provide a continuous matching value 2

The matching value is returned in the form of a ContinuousMatchingResult,
representing the aggregated matching result. Therefore, this requirement is
fulfilled.

• R17: The matching approach should be accurate 2

This requirement is fulfilled, as the precision and recall is 1. The detailed
evaluation can be seen in Section 7.3.

In short, all the requirements for the matching approach are fulfilled. This can
also be seen in Table 7.8.
Requirement
Fulfilled

R15
2


R16
2


R17
2


Table 7.8: Matching Approach Requirements Evaluation
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Matching Process Integration
• R18: Matching results of previous steps should be considered 2

In order to evaluate this requirement, the signature matcher was used before
the price matching in the matching process. The operation interfaces can
be seen in Figure 7.1. The signature matcher was first configured to match
by type. This results in matching the requested availableFlight against the
three different provided flight searches. As a consequence, the price matching
was executed for the found pairs.
However, in the second configuration for the signature matcher, these operation signatures are only matched by their name. In this case, they don’t
match anymore, for example, “availableFlight(..)” does not match “searchFlight(..)”. The result is that in this case, the price matching does not match
any prices, as no matching pair was found. Therefore, this requirement is
fulfilled.
The requirement for the matching process integration is fulfilled and can be
seen in Table 7.9.
Requirement
Fulfilled

R18
2


Table 7.9: Matching Process Integration Requirements Evaluation

Project Requirements
• R19: The matching approach has to extend the current matching
approach of the SSE 2

The matching approach extends the AbstractMatcher, which is used to integrate the matcher in the SSE’s matcher framework. It also includes a configuration page for the matching process wizard of the SSE. This is further
described in the implementation Chapter 6.2.2. This fulfills the requirement.
• R20: The matching result has to provide information about its
contributing elements 2

The matching approach returns a ContinousMatchingResult, which is a
subclass of MatchingResult. It contains the matching value of the price
plan, as well as the requester- and provider-induced fuzziness values. Therefore, this requirement is achieved.
• R21: The price matching result has to be shown among the other
matching results 2
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The matching results of the price matching are shown along with the results
of the other matching steps in the Matching Results View of the SSE, as
seen in Figure 7.2. This fulfills the requirement.

Figure 7.2: Matching Results UI
In Table 7.10, it is seen that all requirements are fulfilled.
Requirement
Fulfilled

R19
2


R20
2


R21
2


Table 7.10: Project Requirements Evaluation

7.7 Discussion
This section discusses and summarizes the results presented in this chapter.
The first section dealt with the evaluation of the accuracy. For this reason,
the price plans and requests were manually calculated and determined, if they
are matching. Afterwards, the matching approach was used to calculate the result. The outcome was that the matching approach is to 100% accurate, i.e., the
precision and recall is 100%.
The next section dealt with the evaluation of the requester-induced fuzziness,
in order to answer the second question: “Does the consideration of the requesterinduced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?”. It was seen that for
the requester-induced fuzziness, the query decrease percentage plays an important
role. It allows price plans which are not perfectly fitting still being seen as an
option, while having the drawback of a certainty loss. In the comparison of the
different decreasing percentages, it was seen that the 5% steps delivered the best
results, while further increasings led to worse results. This can be traced back to
the amount of queries being checked, the 5% evaluates with a finer granularity
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than the other used percentages. This means that, when the requester wants to
achieve the highest possible matching results, 5% steps should be used. However,
the difference between 20% and 5% was only marginal, thus it makes sense to use
20%, as this reduces the execution time by the factor 4.
The next section dealt with the provider-induced fuzziness in form of the negotiable price levels to answer the third question: “Does the consideration of the
provider-induced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?”. In order to
answer this question, the same price plans were evaluated with negotiable price
levels. In addition, the maximum discount and the discount increasing steps were
altered. The outcome was that the consideration of the fuzziness allowed better
matching results. The best overall results were achieved with a small increasing
step size (2%) and a high maximum discount (60%), similar to the findings of
the requester-induced fuzziness. Though, the differences between the maximum
discounts, as well as between the different increasing steps, was marginal. Thus,
it is recommended to use 30% for the maximum discount and 10% for the step
increasings, in order to reduce the execution time. In this way, also price plans are
considered which otherwise are not considerable. This means that the requester
has a higher chance of finding an actual service provider that may satisfy the
request, when there are no perfectly fitting service providers available. However,
the requester may need to negotiate with the service provider to get the actual
discount, which is not a guaranteed success.
It is important to point out that both fuzziness values maintain the order of
the results, as the non-fuzzy matching results are preferable for the customer.
Therefore, the inclusion of the fuzziness values in the aggregated matching result
makes sense.
The last section dealt with the evaluation of the requirements, defined in Chapter 3.2, in order to answer the last question: “Are the specified requirements
fulfilled?”. These are divided in five different groups, the Pricing Specification
Language, the Request Specification Language, the Matching Approach, the Matching Process Integration, and the Project Requirements. The conclusion was that
all defined requirements are fulfilled.
In order to summarize the answers to the raised questions, they are listed in
the following:
• Q1: Yes, the matching approach is accurate. 100% precision and recall is
achieved.
• Q2: Yes, considering the requester-induced fuzziness improves the aggregated matching results, in case of not already fitting pairs.
• Q3: Yes, considering the provider-induced fuzziness improves the matching
results, when the matched pair are not already fitting.
• Q4: Yes, all requirements are fulfilled.
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8 Related Work
This chapter summarizes existing works, which are related to this thesis. There
are three different areas of interest. The first area is the specification of price plans,
which enables a formally defined description of the price for a service provider.
This is the requirement for an automatic matching approach and leads to the
second discussed related work area, the price matching approaches. Lastly, fuzzy
matching approaches in the context of service matching are presented.

8.1 Pricing Models
The price of a service is used in many different works, most often for analyzing
the pricing methods itself [SP11, IWP+ 13, LOM13]. Although it is acknowledged
that the price is important, it is only further investigated by a few works [O’S06,
OBKH13].
There are only a very few detailed pricing meta models proposed. Kelkar et
al. [KLS02] compared already in 2002 different existing XML based models and
comes up with the result that they are not sufficient, as they are not capable of
defining complex pricing models, for example, multi-staged discounts.
Paoli et al. proposed a policy centered meta model [DPPCM08] for describing
non-functional properties, including basic pricing specifications. However, it does
not offer a detailed modeling solution for the price.
The most comprehensive and detailed models are presented by O’Sullivan in his
PhD thesis 2006 [O’S06] and the Unified Service Description Language (USDL)
described by Oberle et al. [OBKH13].
The benefit of O’Sullivan’s approach is that the pricing itself is strictly separated from the obligations and the payments. The obligations can be used to
define further non functional properties, for example, procedures for refunding.
Especially the payment part is very detailed, it has the possibility to reference the
accepted payment instruments and to add further prices depending on the chosen
payment method. It is also foreseen to define payment plans, which is not considered in the USDL. Also the payment instruments can be detailed much further,
including transaction fees, providers, and the regions in which they are available in
O’Sullivan’s model. In contrast, with the USDL, it is only possible to define some
payment terms like the modality, due dates and the accepted payment methods,
which are just described by the provider and additional details in form of text. If
it is wanted to charge the customer for choosing a specific payment method, it can
not be as easily achieved as in O’Sullivan’s model. It is only possible by adding
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another pricing component for the fee, combined with an appropriate price fence.
This has the disadvantage that the fee is only connected to the payment method
by a price fence, which can be hard to spot. However, this is also an advantage,
because the matching algorithm can handle this case like every other pricing component, as there is no special treatment for payment terms necessary. Instead, the
difficulty lies in the definition of those price adjustments. Apart from them, also
discounts are applied with the same concept of the price component, whereas in
O’Sullivan’s model, the discount is modeled on its own and is connected to the
pricing obligation. However, in case of relative discounts, the strict separation of
obligations and actual prices is violated, as there are references to the actual price
necessary.
Overall, the concept of price modeling in USDL is quite simple in contrast to
O’Sullivan’s approach, while still being powerful in its description capabilities.
The USDL focuses on the most important parts, namely the pricing, and not
that much on the definition of payment terms and details, like where these payments can be made. In contrast to USDL, O’Sullivan offers much more detailed
specification possibilities, for example, payment schemes, payment locations, refund conditions and refund procedures. Concerning the pricing, both models are
able to specify prices on a per use basis, which is, according to Weinhardt et
al. [WABS09], the most commonly used pricing method in the cloud computing
market.
As the matching should be done automatically, it is important that the languages are computable. Especially the conditions need to be defined in a way,
which allows an automatically evaluation. This is problematic in O’Sullivan’s
model, as its conditions are references to an accompanying document, like a contract. In USDL this problem is better handled, as it is suggested to define the
conditions using an expression language, for example, OCL or Xtext.
As the USDL defines the whole meta model in a structured way that makes it
easily processable and fulfilled the specified requirements, it was used as a basis
in this thesis. It was adapted, in order to fit into the existing Service Specification
Environment. The specification of the payment details were left out, as it is not
required for specifying prices, though it can be easily added to use in the price
fences. The expression language to use for the price fences was also defined for
this thesis. Here, a Xtext based grammar was used, in order to define proper
expressions which can be evaluated automatically.

8.2 Price Matching Approaches
There is already a lot of work spent on the analysis of the price itself [IWP+ 13,
LOM13], while some work also consider complex models to define a service’s price
[O’S06, OBKH13].
However, for the matching of services in the web, the price is most often not
recognized as a problematic criterion, for example, Küster et al. [KKRSK07] iden-
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tify the service price as an optimization criterion, based on a simple price. Also Li
et al. [LCMDP09] worked on an approach to match non functional service properties, but they focused on the quality of service (QoS) aspect, while considering
only a simple price.
Nevertheless, there are different aspects analyzed for the negotiation of the
prices. There exists, for example, the so called dynamic pricing. In this case, the
price is determined through the use of auctions [Wur01]. These systems use the
supply and demand of items on the market to let the price adapt to the current
situation. In this thesis, such dynamic prices are not considered, as the service
providers want to specify a price according to some rules in a static, not supply
and demand related, way.
In a similar context, Hasselmeyer et al. [HKK+ 07] describes a dynamic pricing
component, which is used during the Service Level Agreement (SLA), to negotiate
on the price. They identified as influencing factors: risk, supply, and demand. A
similar idea had Sim [Sim10], he proposes price negotiation through agents for
the requester, as well as for the provider side. It is also possible that each agent
can represent more than just one client, for example, one agent may be used by
several requesters. The agents may also be hierarchically organized, such that one
agent is in control of several agents on its own. This structure reminds of the
structure in the OTF Market, in which the OTF Provider can be seen as agents
for the requesters. The difference is that the OTF Provider do not specialize on
pricing negotiations, but on the discovery of possible matching services for a given
request.
However, an automatic matching approach for matching a price request against
a complex pricing definition, which is more than a simple price, like the service’s
price is 5 e, is not covered yet. This is, where this thesis contributes its work,
as it presents a matching approach for matching complex price models against a
specific price request.

8.3 Fuzzy Matching Approaches
There exists several matching approaches in the context of web services which
consider fuzziness in the specifications. Platenius et al. [PvDB+ 13] compared
35 matching approaches considering fuzziness and concluded that no matching
approach covers all examined aspects, that is ontologies, inputs/outputs, pre/postconditions, protocols, and quality of service. For this thesis is of particular
interest, how the fuzziness is applied for the quality of service and ontologies, as
these are used concepts in this thesis.
In the following, some exemplary approaches, applying fuzzy matching in the
different areas, are presented.
Chao et al. [CYLT05] present a framework to use fuzzy-sets in the matching
process for web services. This framework allows the usage of fuzzy-terms like
“reasonable” or “cheap”. It calculates for these terms the probability that a service
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fulfills this fuzzy term by its context, for example, a reasonable price for a car is
much higher than for a bicycle. De Cock et al. [DCCH07] applies these concepts
to the quality of service constraints, which enables the specification of requests
like the response time has to be “at most around 20ms”. They conclude that the
use of the fuzzy terms is beneficial for the matching, as potential candidates are
found, which would have been overlooked otherwise, while preserving the matches
also found without the fuzzy terms. In contrast to the matching of this master
thesis, their approach allows the requester to use fuzzy terms, like “around” or
“cheap”, whereas in this thesis the requester is allowed to define a range of possible
queries, for example, 200 to 500 requested queries, which induces fuzziness, as the
requester does not precisely know how many queries he really needs. However,
both developed matching approaches have in common that the requester-induced
fuzziness influences the matching result of the matched request and provider.
Another application for fuzzy matching is employed by Fenza et al. [FLS07]
for matching the concepts of different service providers. They assume that every
service provider uses its own ontology to define the concepts of their services,
while referring to global ontologies. However, these locally defined concepts are
problematic as they do not match other locally defined concepts. In this scenario,
they propose to use a fuzzy matching approach, in order to match the different
concepts. This allows the matching of the services, by using the matching result
of the two different ontologies. This master thesis uses for the definition of the
consumer groups a global ontology. However, a relaxation may be possible, which
then also requires a matching approach for the ontologies.
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9 Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter briefly summarizes the work of this thesis and concludes the thesis.
Afterwards, some ideas for future work are discussed.

9.1 Conclusion
The main goal of this thesis was the development of a fuzzy matching approach
for service price models. In this context, also a price specification language and
price request specification language was needed. These concepts were developed
in the context of the OTF Computing [Uni14], in order to enrich the services with
another important matching aspect, the price.
The pricing specification language is mostly taken from the USDL [OBKH13]
and was adapted to be used in the OTF Computing tool called Service Specification Environment (SSE). This has the benefit, that specifications made in USDL
can be transferred to the developed pricing specification. Through the use of this
price specification language, the providers can define, how and what they want
to charge for their services. In order to allow a fine granularity, the provider can
specify several price components, which are contributing to the final price. These
price components are used to define one criteria at a time, for example, one price
component may represent the price for all the requested queries, whereas another
price component adds a static basis price, which needs to be paid, regardless of
the number of queries. Along with these price components, also special price
components, in form of price adjustments and taxes, can be defined. The price
adjustments can be used for discounts or surcharges, for example, a 10% discount
on the price for the queries is granted. An important element in the definition
of price plans is the use of the price fence. It allows the definition when a component has to be applied. For example, the discount should only be granted for
new customers of the service provider. For this purpose, a fence expression language was designed to allow the use of a simple propositional calculus. The price
fences can determine, whether a component has to be applied, based on several
different criteria. These are the quantity of the queries, the time of the queries,
the requester’s location, and the requester’s consumer groups. For defining the
requester’s groups, an ontology was used, so that the different groups can be in
relation with each other. For example, a “FLYIMember” is also a “FLYUnion”
member. These price plans are attached to the service provider’s interfaces and
allow in this way a complex pricing definition for the service provider.
In addition to the price specification language, the price request specification
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language allows the requester to specify her/his request. For this purpose, the
maximum price the requester is willing to pay and the number of expected queries
in a specified time frame can be defined. Additionally, the requester can provide
information about herself/himself, as this can be important for the applicability
of price components. For example, a discount may only be given for “FLYIMembers”. The request specification language is also capable of defining requests of
several operations. In this way, the price request language can be used for a
composition of services, for example, the operation “availableFlights” and “availableAirlines” are requested. In this case, the necessary operations can be provided
from two different service providers.
The pricing specification and price request specification are used by the developed price matching approach, in order to find the best fitting service for the
requester. The algorithm makes use of the requester-induced fuzziness of the expected queries and the provider-induced fuzziness of negotiable price levels, in
order to also consider matching pricing plans, which were in a strict sense too
expensive. However, this results in a decreased certainty value, which lowers the
aggregated matching result. In this way, a perfectly matching price plan with no
uncertainty is ranked highest, allowing the price plans to be compared by their
aggregated matching results. For further details, the requester can also have a
look at the partial results to see how the aggregated result was achieved.
Lastly, the developed concepts were evaluated. For the evaluation, several requests and provider price plans were created and the four questions: “Is the
developed matching approach accurate? That is, is the precision and recall 1?”,
“Does the consideration of the requester-induced fuzziness improve the aggregated
matching result?”, “Does the consideration of the provider-induced fuzziness improve the aggregated matching result?”, and “Are the requirements fulfilled?”
were answered. The evaluation showed, that the developed matching approach
is accurate. It also showed that the consideration of the requester- and providerinduced fuzziness improves the matching result. Finally, it was seen that all
specified requirements are fulfilled.
To conclude this thesis, the four goals presented in Chapter 1.3 are critically
reflected. These are:
• Goal 1: Specification Languages
The goal to define specification languages for the provider and requester is
achieved. The developed specification languages are the pricing specification
language for the provider and the pricing request specification language for
the requester (see Chapter 4). However, for the pricing specification language, it would also be good to have a way to define reoccurring times, for
example, something like “every day between 11am and 3pm”. In the current
solution, all these different times need to be added for every day as an own
price fence, which will immensely increase the model. While these definition
are possible, they are not efficient and manually not manageable. In this
regard, the price specification language can be improved.
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• Goal 2: Price Matching Approach
The second goal to develop a price matching approach, handling the two
specification languages, is achieved. The matching approach is detailed in
Chapter 5.1. However, a possible bottle-neck of the approach is when a lot of
queries are requested. In the current version, the matching approach assigns
every single query an own date, which leads to performance problems when
a lot of queries are requested. A solution may be to group the queries after
analyzing the price plan and determining the crucial points in time, when
the price changes. For example, in the DreamFlight example (see Chapter
1.2), only two groups are necessary, one group for the queries before the
05.10.2014, and the other group for the queries after the 05.10.2014.
• Goal 3: Matching Process Integration
The matching approach is integrated into the matching process, as it reuses
previous results and can be as freely placed as the other matching steps in
the matching process. The advantages and disadvantages of this placement
are discussed in Chapter 5.2. Therefore, this goal is achieved. A minor
point in reusing the signature matching result is, that in the case of compositions of several service providers, only the best signature matching result
is reused. This is the case, as the core matching model of the SSE does not
support matching pairs of one request to multiple providers. Therefore, a
workaround was used to specify no provider at all and use the best provided
operation signature for the requested operation signature. However, there
could be more viable operation signatures available. This way allows finding
some suitable matches, though other possible compositions are not explored.
Therefore, in case of the price matching, it makes sense to allow multiple
provider for one matching pair in the future.
• Goal 4: Evaluation
The fourth goal is achieved, the evaluation is presented in Chapter 7. The
drawback of the evaluation is that only a few examples were evaluated and
a bigger evaluation in form of a case study may yield more precise results.

9.2 Future Work
This section discusses ideas, which can be used for future works.
In this thesis, the expected queries can be randomly or uniformly distributed
in the specified time frame. However, it is also interesting to allow any suitable
distribution. This can, for example, be used when the requester knows that he will
need some queries in the time frame, though he is able to decide when he wants
to use them. In this case, the matching approach needs to be extended in a way,
that it can determine the best points in time to use these queries. For example,
a service provider may define that his service is cheaper during the night, or on
a specific day as a special offer. If the requester has specified, that he is able
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to gather his queries and use them at specific time points, it would make sense
to use these offered discounts. However, this is not a simple task, as the pricing
specification is quite complex and many different possible pricing plans need to
be considered.
Another idea is, that the provider may want to offer a discount, when the
requester allows that the requested operation is not directly executed. This would
mean, that the pricing specification language, as well as the matching approach
needs to be extended to handle this discount possibility. This idea is also proposed
by Henzinger et al. [HSS+ 10] in the cloud computing context. They are using a
framework called FlexPRICE, which enables the requester to specify, if a request
is urgent or not. They concluded that this helps the cloud provider to handle
their load more efficient, which might also be considered in future work in the
OTF Computing context.
Concerning the matching algorithm, there is still room for optimization. Especially, when it comes to a large amount of queries. At the moment, every query
gets its own date assigned. However, a better idea is to analyze the price plan
and create groups of queries accordingly. For example, the price plan of service
provider DreamFlight charges differently for queries before and after the 05.10.14.
Therefore, it would make sense to group the queries before and after the 05.10.14.
By doing so, the time does not need to be considered for every singly query, but
for the group of queries. In this way, memory as well as computation time can be
saved, given that the analysis of the price plan can be done reasonably efficient.
As this may require using heuristics, also the in this thesis not considered third
type of fuzziness, the algorithm-induced fuzziness, may need to be considered.
This is not a trivial task and may be used as future work.
Lastly, the matching process integration concerning the reuse of the signature
matching results for compositions can be improved. However, this also requires
adaptations in the core matching models of the SSE, as currently one matching
pair may only have one requester and one provider. This restriction needs to
be removed, in order to allow one requester matched against several providers.
This is necessary, as the requester can specify the use of different operation signatures, which may result in the use of several price plans. In this way, all different
composition possibilities can be modeled in the core matching model, and therefore, also considered properly in the price matching approach. These changes on
the meta model result in many necessary adaptations in all depending matching
components of the SSE. Therefore, this adaptation is left as possible future work.
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Appendix A
Additional Material
A.1 Pricing Specification Examples
In this section, the remaining two service providers, FlightSuperior and FlyingHigh, are modeled. They are described in Chapter 1.2. The provider DreamFlight can be seen in Figure 4.6 on page 34.

A.1.1 FlightSuperior
Figure A.1 shows the pricing specification in abstract syntax for the provider
FlightSuperior. The main change, in comparison to the provider DreamFlight,
is the different price definition for its queries. Whereas DreamFlight charged
depending on the queries’ time, FlightSuperior charges by the amount of used
queries. This difference is reflected by the PriceLevels, below100 and above100,
attached to the queries PriceComponent. The below100 AbsolutePriceLevel
charges 0.4 e per query, and has the tierLowerBound set to 0 and the tierHigherBound set to 100. This results in allowing only the first 100 queries for this price
level.
The above100 AbsolutePriceLevel has the tierLowerBound set to 100 and the
tierHigherBound set to -1. Therefore, this price level is used for all remaining
queries.
Another difference to the DreamFlight provider is the use of the PriceFences
for the discount PriceAdjustment. In this case, two price fences are used. The
discount component uses as its fenceExpression “newCustomer & germany”. This
means that both attached price fences have to be valid.

A.1.2 FlyingHigh
In Figure A.2 the pricing specification for the provider FlyingHigh can be seen in
abstract syntax.
The main difference is that this price plan charges for the usage of two different
operation signatures. Additionally, a different price fence is used to define when
which PriceLevel, either less100Flight or more100Flight, needs to be applied.
For this reason, the enoughSearches PriceFence has the 100searches Quantity.
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locationLiterals

name = Germany
type = country

germany
:AdministrativeArea

targetConsumerLiterals

ontologyURI =
"cons.owl#SuperiorCustomer"

flightSuperiorCustomer
:TargetConsumerGroup

businessTerm = location
businessTermExpression =
"germany"

germany :PriceFence

businessTerm =
"consumergroup"
businessTermExpression =
"!flightSuperiorCustomer"

newCustomer :PriceFence

componentFences

type = queries

queries
:TypeReference

typeReference

priceMetrics

factor = 1

perQuery
:TypedPriceMetric

priceMetrics

componentFences

componentFences

priceMetrics

factor = 1

static1 :PriceMetric

priceMetrics

componentLevels

planComponents

taxes

planComponents

planComponents

referingTo

searchSuperior
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

pricedEntity

componentFloor: 0
componentCap: -1
fenceExpression = ""

flightSearchSuperior
:OperationInterface
(from Repository)

attachedTo

currency = EUR
planFloor = 0
planCap = -1
fenceExpression = ""

FlightSuperior
:PricePlan

effectiveFrom

Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

from
:AbsolutePointInTime

adjustedComponents
queries
:PriceComponent

internalBases

componentFloor: 0
componentLevels componentCap: -1
included = true
order = 1
fenceExpression =
"germany"

:Tax

componentFloor: 0
componentCap: -1
type = discount
componentLevels order = 1
fenceExpression =
"newCustomer &
germany"

absoluteAmount = 0.05
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 100 componentLevels
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression = ""

above100
:AbsolutePriceLevel

absoluteAmount = 0.4
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = 100
fenceExpression = ""

below100
:AbsolutePriceLevel

percentageAmount = 19
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1

19p
:ProportionalPriceLevel

percentageAmount = 15
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1

15p
:ProportionalPriceLevel

discount
:PriceAdjustment
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Figure A.1: Pricing Specification Example: FlightSuperior

perListAirlineQuery
:TypedPriceMetric

priceMetrics

componentFences

priceMetrics

typeReference

amount = 100.0
comparator = GREATER

100searches :Quantity

factor = 1

priceMetrics

type = queries

absoluteAmount = 0.2
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression = ""

componentLevels

referingTo

componentFloor: 0
componentCap: -1
fenceExpression = ""

planComponents

pricedEntity

searchHigh
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

flightSearchFlyingHigh
:OperationInterface
(from Repository)

searchHighQueries
:PriceComponent

internalBases

currency = EUR
planFloor = 0
planCap = -1
fenceExpression = ""

FlyingHigh
:PricePlan

effectiveFrom

Value = 14.6.2014
00:00:00:000

from
:AbsolutePointInTime

attachedTo

planComponents

taxes

planComponents

referingTo

listAirlines
:OperationSignature
(from Repository)

pricedEntity

componentFloor: 0
componentCap: -1
fenceExpression = ""

listAirlinesQueries
:PriceComponent

internalBases

componentLevels

searchHighQueries
:AbsolutePriceLevel

absoluteAmount = 0.1
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression =
"enoughSearches"

more100Flight
:AbsolutePriceLevel

:Tax
componentFloor: 0
componentLevels componentCap: -1
included = true
order = 1
fenceExpression =
"germany"

absoluteAmount = 0.4
negotiable = false
componentLevels
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1
fenceExpression =
"!enoughSearches"

less100Flight
:AbsolutePriceLevel

percentageAmount = 19
negotiable = false
tierLowerBound = 0
tierHigherBound = -1

searchHighQueries
:TypeReference

perSearchHighQuery
:TypedPriceMetric

typeReference

type = queries

highQueries
:TypeReference

type = queries

listAirlinesQueries
:TypeReference

typeReference

factor = 1
businessTerm = quantity
businessTermExpression =
priceMetrics
"100searches"
levelFences

enoughSearches
:PriceFence

levelFences

businessTerm = location
businessTermExpression =
"germany"

germany :PriceFence

quantityLiterals

name = Germany
type = country

germany
:AdministrativeArea

locationLiterals

static1 :PriceMetric
factor = 1

19p
:ProportionalPriceLevel

A.1 Pricing Specification Examples

Figure A.2: Pricing Specification Example: FlyingHigh
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It specifies that more than 100 searchHigh queries are required by using the highQueries TypeReference.

A.2 Signature Matcher Configuration
In the following, the evaluation configuration for the signature matcher is listed:
• Match Signature Names: false
• Match Input Parameters: true
• Match Output Parameters: true
• Match Optional Parameters: false
• Match Parameter Names: false
• Match Parameter Types: true
• Input Quality Threshold: -1
• Output Quality Threshold: -1
• Match Signature Exceptions: false
• Matching Result Threshold: 0.75
• Ontology Directory: /de.upb.crc901.sse.examples.pricing/ontologies

A.3 CD Content
The following files and plug-ins can be found on the CD accompanying this thesis:
• eclipse incl workspace.zip
This zip file contains:
– Eclipse Kepler 64 bit
– workspace
Use this workspace for Eclipse. It contains all files required for the
SSE, and in addition, the developed plug-ins for this thesis.
– runtime-workspace
Use this workspace for the runtime-instance. It contains a plug-in containing the examples used for the evaluation, as well as the evaluation
results.
• code.zip
This zip contains only the developed plug-ins for this thesis.
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• Folder “evaluation”
This folder contains the plug-in, containing the models used for the evaluation, as well as the evaluation results.
• FuzzyMatchingOfServicePriceSpecifications.pdf
This thesis.
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